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Foreword

T

hat this little book, first published almost sixty years ago, is as relevant and useful
to teaching and learning today as it was when it first came out is testimony to its
author's interest in principles. Lucy Sprague Mitchell's thesis is that through their own
experiences children can learn geography, and that through geography children can
learn about the human world. The most important principle here is that children learn
about the world not by learning facts, but by putting facts to use in discovering the
relationships in the environment that give the facts meaning. Mrs. Mitchell writes that
the study of the environment begins unofficially at birth and could
continue throughout life. It is obvious that the environment can be a field for
exploration from the time when a baby has not discovered that his toe belongs
to his body, to the time when he discovers that the social thinking of his family
or his nation is one of many kinds of "clan thinking" produced by differing
cultures in differing environments.
Far from being the usual conception of the school subject "geography" with its
emphasis on names, places, products, rainfall as separate pieces of information, the
conception of geography here rests on relationship thinking and encompasses the
whole of human experience and its relation to the environment.
Last reprinted in 1971, those dog-eared copies of Young Geographers by Lucy
Sprague Mitchell are becoming scarcer and scarcer. This year, 1991, marks the 75th
Anniversary of the founding ofBank Street College ofEducation (originally called The
Bureau of Educational Experiments) by Mrs. Mitchell and her colleague Harriet
Johnson. It is therefore a most auspicious time to reissue this ch erished classic in a
special anniversary edition.

Joan Cenedella

Vice President for Academic Affairs
Spring 1991
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Preface

Y

oung Geographers is more than a book about how to teach geography to children.

It is an analysis of the behavior and characteristics of the developing child, an
exploration of the nature of thinking and of learning, and an important articulation of
an approach to teaching in the field of geography. The ideas of Lucy Sprague Mitchell
expressed in this book fall squarely within the mainstream of the progressive movement
in education, a movement whose central emphasis is on the critical importance of
basing curriculum on experience in the world. It should not be surprising, then, that the
challenges posed by Young Geographers today are as fresh as they were in Mrs. Mitchell's
day. Experiential learning is still the exception rather than the rule.
Mrs. Mitchell's progressive geography is challenging because its aim is not merely
to learn the facts, but to discover the relationships between them. Perhaps the mo_§_t
important relationship in Mrs. Mitchell's geography is that of people to their environment. The existence of a rainforest in the Amazon Basin at some distance from North
America is factual. The effect of clearing the rainforest involves the relationship of
human beings and their environment. The existence of a continental slope under the
sea some distance from a great coastal city is factual. The effect of dumping sewage
sludge at sea on one side or another of this slope involves a geographic relationship. The
polluted shellfish beds and bathing beaches of the eastern coast of the U.S. and the
ominous depletion of the ozone layer are the consequences of actions taken by people
who no doubt knew the geographic facts, but were presumably ignorant of the
geographic relationships.
Thus, people and their activities, especially work activities, hold a place of primary
importance in the geography curriculum of Mrs. Mitchell, as they do in the interests of
young geographers. Her notion of "human geography" enlarges the scope of phenomena under consideration and calls for a curriculum within which the study of human
culture and physical geography are integrated in a social studies curriculum.
How should such a curriculum be constructed and implemented? Here again, the
progressives and Mrs. Mitchell offer a radical challenge to traditional classroom organization and practice. According to Mrs. Mitchell, the primary source material for young
geographers ought to be what they are able to experience and observe firsthand on
neighborhood trips. The river traffic on the Hudson, dockside activity, the commerce
of the streets, all accessible to the earliest sites of Mrs. Mitchell's classrooms in New
York's Greenwich Village, provided the factual information that her young geographers
gathered on field trips. Interviewing shopkeepers, longshoremen, and truckers about
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their work, their goods and cargo, and the origins and destinations of the commodities
they carried and traded put students in the role of scientists, actively engaged in
collecting the data of human geography. This collecting of data, which she called the
"intake," was essential to the ultimate goal of discovering geographic relationships.
If field trips were a crucial site for intake in Mrs. Mitchell's learning equation, then
the classroom was the most important stage for children's "outgo." The classroom was
the place for re-creating primary experiences and for expressing these experiences
through various media. Observers in h er classroom would see students engrossed in
their play, pushing wooden tugs around a chalk-rimmed shore, erecting block buildings
on the land, trading goods fashioned from modeling clay, constructing bridges over the
river, painting pictures, writing stories, and of course, making maps. Mrs. Mitchell
conceived of her classroom as a "studio laboratory" outfitted with suitable materials for
the creative "outgo" that for her was essential for active relationship making. "Our plea
is to bring the laboratory method, which is the method of geographers in common with
that of other scientists, into geography, even with very young children."
Not only did Mrs. Mitchell want her students to be keen observers of their
environment, she herself was a keen observer of her students. Again, in keeping with
other progressives, she believed that teachers, in order to fulfill their role, had to learn
about how children develop, intellectually, socially, emotionally; and her writing is rich
with anecdote and illustration from her experiences, in and out of the classroom. These
observations she condensed in chart form to show the evolution of children's geographic interests and drives, their preferred methods of expression, the type of maps
they liked to make, and the kinds of trips that were appropriate at each successive stage
of development. It is upon her knowledge of child development that Mrs. Mitchell
based her curriculum, and her chart, which she introduces with a self-effacing aside as
"sketchy, superficial, and a bit pompous," is still widely used by developers of geography
curricula.
For the progressives, activity and expression were among the keys to intellectual
development and, appropriately, much ofYoung Geographers is devoted not to the skills
of map reading, but to the techniques of map making. Not surprisingly, teachers are
expressly included as map makers. Mrs. Mitchell writes, "The making of a map usually
leads to unexpected discoveries in geographic relations. Many teachers ( whose learning
processes are not unlike those ofot'.1er human beings) need such a firsthand experience
in map making to convince them that the laboratory method does lead to thinking in
a way that the training method does n ot." Significantly, Mrs. Mitchell ends her book,
"So let me close with the final plea: [teachers] 'Make maps!'- the kinds described here
which are the results of my experiments up to date, or better still, new tool maps which
will be the results of your own experiments!"
What are the implications of such a radical redefinition of the content and method
of teaching for the schools? Less reliance on textbooks and more on trips; fewer mapskills workbooks and more map making; space on the floor and time in the curriculum
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for dramatic play, block play, cardboard-box cities, and group murals; less standardized
testing and more observation of children. The principal plays a critical role in
promoting these opportunities, in providing the wherewithal for materials, and in
joining teachers in educating parents about the new methods being employed. Teachers, too, need to be introduced to new models of teaching and learning geography, to
new materials, new ways of leading their classes, and principals must provide ehcouragement for their development within the school or through outside workshops.
How pertinent are these ideas today, based as they are on the observations and
teaching experiences of Mrs. Mitchell during the 1920s and 30s? On the threshold of
the 1990s, we are led to believe that Americans have slid into an age of geographical
illiteracy. On a variety of tests, Americans have demonstrated an appalling inability to
locate important places: countries, states, rivers. In a 1989 survey conducted by the
Gallup Organization, American youth finished in last place, in comparison with youths
of other western nations, in identifying places on a map--indeed, 14% of the
Americans could not even find the United States. Many Americans, in and out of the
field of education, have responded to these dismal results with a nostalgia for the days
when every child was drilled on states and capitals, on countries and products, oceans
and continents. Others, identifying geography with map skills, conclude that a program
of map skills will remedy rampant geographic illiteracy. To Mrs. Mitchell and other
progressives, these remedies--more skill building and locational drill-while apparently logical, would be tantamount to treating symptoms while ignoring root causes.
During the decade of the 80s, the President commissioned a study of American
education, a sort of "state of the schools" report. The commission found the nation's
schools to be in deplorable shape and, in order to get the nation's attention, titled their
report A Nation at Risk. What then is our peril as we approach the last decade of the
twentieth century? Finishing last on an international standardized test of geographical
locations? Slipping to second best in economic production or standard of living?
Perhaps the real peril is that, through ignorance of our environment and our relation
to it, our human geography, we will so squander and befoul its resources, physical and
human, that we will inflict real suffering upon ourselves for generations to come. If
education can be seen as a protection from such peril, Mrs. Mitchell's laboratory
method, her human geography, certainly presents itself as a light to guide us out of our
present difficulties.
A word about making this book. When we began, we were not sure that we would
be able to reproduce the original photographs, since neither the photographs themselves nor the negatives are still in existence. So we put out a call for new photographs
that would serve to illustrate specific points in Mrs. Mitchell's text as the originals had.
Fortunately, many individual teachers within and outside of the Bank Street School for
Children have heeded Lucy's plea, "Make maps!" Some have recorded student work in
progress or kept samples of student-made maps and were able to respond to our call with
photographs of students on trips or engaged in dramatic play or map activities. By the
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time we discovered that modem technology would make it possible to reproduce the
photos directly from the first edition of the book, we had garnered a whole crop of
wonderful photographs from teachers around the city. We include many of these, along
with the originals, in a "then and now" format. We feel sure that Mrs. Mitchell would
be heartened to see so many contemporary illustrations of her work.
Although we have added several headings and a glossary, the text is that of the
original edition. Many materials Mrs. Mitchell makes reference to are no longer in
existence, while others which she may have yearned for are now commonly available,
so we have included a contemporary list of classroom resources and materials for
projects.
Sam Brian

Faculty, Bank Street School for Children
Spring 1991
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PART I

How They Explore
the World

his discussion of Young Geographers is divided into two parts. The first
part maintains the position that even young children can and do think
in geographic terms, and suggests how schools can plan to give real
opportunities to their young geographers. Both the general thesis and the
school programs and procedures are the result of many years of working
with geographers, ranging from two through thirteen years. After this age, the
laboratory approach in geography is generally recognized as desirable though, even
then, too seldom followed. The second part of the discussion deals with the mapthinking and map-making aspect of the work of these same young geographers and their
teachers. Throughout, I have used the pronoun "we" when the educational attitude
represents the schools with which I have worked, reserving "I" for those individual
attitudes and experiments for which I bear the sole responsibility. Part II presupposes
an acquaintance with the general point of view set forth in Part I, both as concerns geography and as concerns children. For obviously the contention that children can be
geographers must take into account the nature of both geography and children.

T

Geographic Thinking, Learning
and Teaching

F

irst, a word about the modem attitude towards geography before we turn to
children. What is a geographer-a grown-up, recognized geographer, not one of
the immature, unrecognized ones about whom I am going to write? I suppose a natural
off-hand answer is: "A geographer is someone who knows about geography"; and
geography itself is further thought of as "the science which concerns itself with the
phenomena of the earth's surface." Even this specific conception of the science is
capable of many interpretations, each one of which has given rise to a branch of
geography. A brief survey of School Geographies reveals that, until very recently,
schools have stressed the locational type of geography and the products rather than the
cultures of peoples-the shapes of continents and seas, the location of rivers and
mounta ins and cities, the boundaries of political units and other similar facts, all more
or less associated with two-dimensional maps, checkered by longitudes and latitudes,
in which human beings appear in various dim, abstract forms- Italians, people who live
in a pink land shaped like a boot; Australians, people who export hides and wool;
Parisians, people who live in a star-shaped poton a wiggly line marked the Seine. These
human abstractions, these lines on a two-dimensional map are among the locational
phenomena of the earth's surface.
Another group of phenomena which older School Geographies have often included concern traditional physical geography- the height of mountains, perhaps a bit
of their geologic history; the direction of ocean currents and prevailing winds; the soil,
rainfall and temperature variations of different localities of the earth's surface with the
resulting vegetation; the earth's position in relation to the sun with the attendant
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seasons, etc. These phenomena are also, for th e most part, represented in unrelated twodimensional maps. Mere factual data which a geographer must know.
More recently, still another group of facts has appeared in some school geographies
under the heading "Human Geography." Here men are regarded as among the
"phenomena of the earth's surface," and their activities, insofar as they affect the earth's
surface, are consequently called geographic. Now the Italian stirs within the pink boot
and raises grapes or olives; the Australians graze their millions of sheep on great grassy
plains; and the wiggly lines of the Seine broaden to include barges or perhaps the
reflections of Notre Dame or the Eiffel Tower. Still more factual data which a geographer must know. These human activities are sometimes presented with locational
emphasis; occasionally in connection with the earth conditions under which they take
place.
But is knowing facts the essence of being a geographer? ls any scientist primarily a
receptacle for facts? That definition fits a textbook, not a scientist. No, a geographer is
an investigator of some aspect of the earth's surface. He does more than collect factual
data. He thinks in geographic relationships. He sees the bearing of one fact upon
another fact and thereby produces something different from and added to the two
separated facts-a relationship. The old geography was static, "systematic," as was so
much of the early science. Locational geography must persist, surely. But hardly as an
end in itself. Rather it is a means to the discovery of significant relationships. Why did
a city grow on that spot on the Seine? What part did the broken coast lines of the boot,
the central ridge of hills, the gentle climate play in forming the Italians? Not merely
where is there good soil, where forests, where cities, where early cultures, but why are
they where they are?
Relationship, implicit in all science, has been explicitly recognized by modern
geographers such as Brunhes or Vidal de la Blache. Two relationships they stress as of
outstanding significance. The first is' gro wth.I Mountains, rivers, cities have growth
s yclE:s. The stage in the growth cycle which a mountain has reached is regarded as more
important than actual height; whether or not a city is growing is more important than
its actual size. The present is regarded as the equilibrium between the complex of forces.
It is a point in a movement and gains in significance by being set in its relation to the
past and the future so far as concerns its growth tendencies. The second relationship is
that between the ~arth force~ and 1people;..::_w~at people do to the earth and what the
earth do~uo people. This makes the study of the relationship between any environment to the work of that environment, geographic.
There is no quarrel with factual data ofany sort. No science can exist without data.
Our quarrel is with the attitude which rests content with presenting such data to
children instead of regarding them as source material useful to children in a further
study of relationships. Our plea is to bring the laboratory method, which is the method
of geographers in common with that of other scientists, into geography even with very
young children. Further than this, we are convinced that the relationships involved in
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human geography spontaneously interest children long before the relationships in
locational and traditional physical geography attract them.
Does the laboratory method qualify or disqualify children for the role of geographers? Do children learn by a passive accumulation of facts o r by putting two facts
together and discovering a new fact, which is the relationship between them? Which,
in a general way, is asking whether children learn more by thinking or by being trained.
How do they arrive at a process called thinking? What, for that matter, takes place when
anyone thinks? ls not thinking essentially the seeing of relationships? Until an
individual through some active process puts 2 and 2 together and discovers 4, we do not
feel that he is thinking. The 4 is his discovery, almost his creation. Whether it is a simple
direct sensory relation such as "fire bums," or a complex relation in which a common
element is abstracted from many diverse experiences, such as "people who live in congested cities depend upon d istant workers for food, etc., upon transportation facilities,
etc." The process in either case is active, dynamic, creative. It is utterly different from
parrot-like repetition-the giving back of facts just as they are found. It is using facts;_
not merely knowing them.
Both processes obviously enter into the complicated achievement of learningrote memory, which is absorption; and thinking, which is discovering relat ionships.
Absorption without thinking can never get an individual very far. At best, it will lead
to sterile erudition; n ever to investigation. The chief distinction between education of
the traditional type and that of the modern so-called "progressive" type is that the old
schools tended to postpone the opportunities for active creative th inking until children
had accumulated, had absorbed a given amount of facts. It was assumed, and still is
assumed by many traditional schools, that children are not mature enough to "think"
and must accumulate a certain amount of erudition by a more or less passive absorption
as a preliminary to and a basis for their thinking. To keep the former analogy going, they
must accumulate many discrete 2's before they can begin the process of putting them
together and discovering4's for themselves. This attitude persists through many college
freshmen years and often up to the senior year. Learning, even in colleges, is often of
the sheer memory type; thinking is too often reserved for graduate work. For many it
is permanently squeezed into a narrowly restricted part of their activities.
The modern school, in contrast, asserts that children grow in mental maturity from
the very beginning by the active process of discovering relationships and regards the
school essentially as a laboratory where such discoveries may be made. Children are
born into the world fu ll of discrete sensations, experiences, and at once begin the
marvelous process of relating these experiences, one to another. The learning process
is essentially the same, literally from the cradle to the grave. But the facts and ideas to
be related grow in complexity as they are built on wider and wider experiences and more
elaborated ideas. Two and 2 continue to make 4. But. later, 4 and 4 suddenly make 8;
then 8 and 8 make 16. Obviously there is no limit to this elaboration process except the
maturity of the thinker, which means the type of relatio nships he can see. The process
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remains; degree of elaboration grows.
What are the early evidences ofthis active process ofseeing relations ?What are the
2's which are first related? By what tools do children discover the 4's. Some modem
schools answer: The first facts to be related are those in the children's immediate
environment; the tools by which they discover the relationships are theirown sense and
motor experiences. The method is that of the laboratory: experimentation. These
answers involve the school immediately in a study of the environment (which is all the
surrounding influences, including regional geography for children old enough to take
trips) and lead to a development of a pedagogy and a curriculum in which geography,
in the new sense, bulks large. The practical tasks for each school are to study the
geographic relations in the environment into which their children are born and to
watch the children's behavior in their environment, to note when they first discover
relations and what they are. On the basis of these findings each school will make its own
curriculum for small children.
Later, a few examples will be cited of special environments in which geographic
curricula have been worked out. For the most part, however, we must be content with
attempting some generalizations based on the beliefs, first, that every environment is
geographic and, second, that children's interests and ability to discover relationships
do develop through fairly regular maturity levels in all environments.
To base a curriculum for small children upon a study of their environment seems
at first glance preposterous. For modem children are born into an appallingly complicated world. A three-year-old in a city environment may be whisked to his steamheated nursery in an electric elevator, fed from supplies which are ordered by telephone,
sent up in a dumb-waiter and stored in an electric refrigerator; he may be taken to a hole
in the sidewalk and borne rapidly on an underground train to a distant place. The forces
which move his elevator, warm his nursery, extend his mother's voice to a grocery store,
cool his milk, propel the subway train are complicated and difficult to understand, not
only at three, at six, at nine, but even at forty. Most of them are hidden from him;
indeed, they may be hidden from his parents. He lives in a world of end-products with
the functioning causes largely concealed. He is likely to grow up so used to unexplained
end-products that he does not form the habit of seeking for causes, for underlying
relationships. Which is a round-about way of saying that, so far as this functioning
aspect of his environment is concerned, he is likely to grow up without thinking,
without opportunity for experimentation.
A suburban child is almost equally removed from the forces which determine the
functioning aspect of his environment. He may go to school in a car which makes noises
and ultimately moves when his mother steps on a button and pulls a lever. Much of his
food may arrive in a can, which apparently grows on the shelf of a chain store. His
completely finished clothes arrive in a box brought by a truck. Again, the forces
controlling the familiar functioning aspects of his environment are largely hidden from
him. It is probable that they are almost equally unknown to his suburban mother!
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Even the modem country child may live in a world dominated by unseen,
unexplained forces. In many a farm community, tractors, automobiles, electric pumps,
radios, dried cereals, ready-made clothes, electric lights have taken the place of animal
and wind power, of handmade clothes and lights. Ofcourse, in the country, animal and
plant life, the growth ofliving things still has a significance hard for a city child to grasp.
The country child still sees cows as the source of milk, the earth as the source of
vegetables and fruit. Yet nowadays a country child, as well as his city and suburban
brothers, is likely to grow up without understanding or even questioning many familiar
things-without thinking so far as the functioning aspect of his world is concerned.
And be it said once more, the grown-ups closely associated with these modem children
may accept their environment with an attitude almost equally unchallenging.
The next question is, are the teachers among those who live in a world the
functioning of which they do not understand? If so, children will have as little chance
to explore their surroundings, as little chance to pursue a laboratory method in their
classroom as in their homes.
And it must be said that many schools have, even yet, failed to modify their
classroom procedures since the days when children's homes brought them into intimate
causal relations, often work relations, with the production of clothes and food, and
when transportation was readily understood through animals. The historic three R's
were designed to supplement the home education, which was acquired through rich,
first-hand experiences. Now that the home education has become so thin along these
lines, the children in the traditional schools have a meager experience. They pass on
to subjects labeled "history" and "geography" with little or no help in understanding the
lives of the people around them or the way their practical needs are met. Not often do
they develop the habits of first-hand observation and experimentation and the
attendant "relationship thinking"-an expression we use as a shortcut to the cumbersome statement that all thinking is seeing relations.
The more thoughtful schools have, of course, been aware of the anomaly of having
immature creatures brought up in the complexities of the modem world. Many of them
have made this kind of response to the situation. They have reasoned: The world is too
complicated for children to understand. Therefore, within the school, let us give them
a simple world to study. Thus began the era of Eskimos and Indians and primitive man
for the kindergarten and first-grade children. Any exploration and explanation of the
immediate environment is, by the same token, postponed until the children have
followed mankind through progressively elaborate cultures down to the present day.
Even walking at a brisk pace through the ages, children can hardly cover the stretch
between the caveman and their "home town" in less than six or seven years. So if they
meet primitive men in the kindergarten or first grade, they will scarcely meet their
parents or their neighbors until the eighth or ninth grade or, perhaps, in high school.
This reasoning, carried to its logical conclusion, would postpone any experiences with
animal pets until a child had grasped the biological evolution of a mammal from simple
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single-celled amoebae. All experience with engines or automobiles would be postponed
until these modem inventions appeared in the evolution of transportation. As a matter
of fact, I have known a school that carried this logic to the extreme of beginning
transportation at five years with the study of the wheel.
In a like manner, in schools that follow this line of reasoning, the subject matter
of geography will be developed logically, irrespective of the locality or information a
child may gather from the kind of community he lives in. Many geographies for children
still assume that the whole should be presented before the part. So they begin with the
~ earth as a sphere, divided by longitudes and latitudes, zones and hemispheres. Communities assessed in terms of their world importance rather than of their familiarity will be
placed upon this globe, the direction and length of rivers, the height of mountains, the
boundaries of nations-all these locational geographic facts appear successively in a
geography curriculum arranged according to the logic of the content. Geography has
fared even less well than history: The "here" has been even more slighted than the
"now." For the geographic functioning ofthe community in which children live seldom
gets into the curriculum of the traditional school in any very vital way, even in high
school. But the children may study modem political organization under the head of
"Civics."
A smaller group of schools has challenged this whole reasoning, by which
acquaintance with and thinking about the present is postponed until it is approached
as an outgrowth of the past, and knowledge of the immediate is postponed until it is
approached as a part of the whole earth. These few schools have repudiated the logical
development of the content and the postponement of the laboratory method and have
boldly declared that in curriculum planning the dominating logic should be of the
children's experiences and not of the subject matter, and that their environment
furnishes a field for explorations and discoveries. (See Photographs 43, 43A, and 44.)
They reason thus: Since children's experiences begin in the immediate communities in
which they are brought up and since these communities are functioning in terms of the
present-day culture, it is the school's job to begin with the children's own environment,
whatever or wherever it may be. The complications of the surrounding culture, instead
of making this attack impossible, make it imperative. Simplification is necessary, to be .
sure. But it is a simplification of the immediate and the everyday rather than recourse
to a vicarious or alien culture. The school does not ask first, where did mankind or where
· did the earth begin; not, what did early men know or what part oflarger wholes are we?
Rather it first asks: What have these children learned, through their experiences in
living, about the way their human world functions-the way it gets its food, clothes, the
way it moves itself about; in short, about its work aspects? What have they learned about
the natural phenomena-the way that earth forces behave, the way water behaves on
a hill, the effect of heat on water, the growth of plants and animals? What is easy, what
is hard for those children in time and space relations? To what extent do they use
images, symbols? These questions really ask what relationships have the children
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discovered in human geography, physical geography, in the conceptions underlying the
distant and the past and the meaning of a map.
There are still more questions which a school must ask. Have the children
understood the fundamental relationships behind the observed behavior of the world
around them?What experiences can we give them and what tools can we furnish them
for the discovery ofthese relationships? How can the modern world be simplified so that
even young children may explore the relationships, will think as we have defined
thinking? Here are two kinds of questions. Why? and How? These are two distinct
questions to be answered separately. The first concerns how children learn; the second
concerns classroom programs and techniques-in other words, the curriculum. Both
answers depend upon the children and the way they behave in their environment. It
may be well to begin with a glance at their spontaneous behavior before schools have
conditioned them.

Child Development and Geographic Education

T

o clarify my own thinking in working out a geography curriculum for children
from four through thirteen, I made myself a sort of chart in which on one side, in
progressive stages of development, I entered the interests which children showed in
their environment, the geographic relations which they had discovered, the kind of
symbols they used in their play and art, in space relations (orientation), human
geography and natural phenomena. On the other side, I entered the practical school
procedures which had developed from the children's maturity levels along these various
lines, and in particular the maps they had made and used. The device was an attempt
to lay out a sort of growth chart in maturity levels with special reference to maps. The
chart is sketchy, superficial, and a bit pompous. Nevertheless, I am including it as a
convenient, compact statement of my experience in working out a geography curriculum. I have worked consecutively with the same children only in a city environment.
Consequently, I am surer of the maturity levels of these children than I am of those in
the suburbs and the country, whom I have followed less closely. But I am reasonably sure
that the various stages of geographic thinking follow one another in nearly the same
order, though the speed may depend upon the amount and kind of opportunities that
have been given. The curriculum implications, particularly as they apply to map
thinking and map making, belong properly to Part II. The last column in the chart,
therefore, should be read in connection with the map discussion (page 27, Part II).
It would appear that the study of the environment begins unofficially at birth and
could continue throughout life. It is obvious that the environment can be a field for
exploration from the time when a baby has not discovered that his toe belongs to his
body, to the time when he discovers that the social thinking of his family or his nation
is one of many kinds of "clan thinking" produced by differing cultures in differing
environments.
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NOTES TOWARDS A CHART OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF GEOGRAPHIC THINKING AND TOOLS
Each Stage May Include Some or All of the Preceding Stages

Stages
Approximate
Age Zones

1st Stage
Before walking
and talking

Interest Drives. What
children observe in their
environment

Walking and
talking begin
14 months to
3 years
3rd Stage
3 years to
early 4th year

Curriculum implications.
Trips and Maps

Attention to and experimentation w~h
qualities of things (including own body)
-distance, weight, size, color, texture,
etc.

Relationship of self to not-self.
Space relations in things.
(Foundation of locational
geography maps.)

Senses and muscles used for exploralion in direct experiencing, such as
handling, tasting, throwing, seeing,
smelling. Associational process becomes active= discovery of relations.
Pre-word symbols, such as bottle of
milk standing for taste of milk.
Expression is through motor and
sense activities = play.

Much material for sense and motor
experiences. Relationships within
single object, and around self.
Motor exploration.

Experimentation with own body, such
as stepping, running, jumping. Things
used to increase sense and motor
experiences. Further exploration of
qualities of things. Sociability without
cooperation.

Position of things in room
begins, such as clothes, toys,
etc.

Words still largely direct language.
Tools are elaboration of first stage.
Expression as in first stage + motor
and sense recalls = play.

First stage elaborated. Color as
symbol, to designate own possessions as towels, basket, etc. Much
space. Block play and crayons
beginning on sense and motor
level.

Environment widens to domestic
still with self as center. Interest in
moving things begins. Also in
growing things.

Orientation in room and
building becomes more
elaborate.

Words elaborated. Toys as symbols
of own experiences. Domestic play
with own experiences recalled.
Often superimposed upon moving inanimate objects. Traces of representalion in block building and crayons.

Trips in house. Much space. Dolls
and domestic set-up. Owncrayons.
Materials narrow to specific play.
Block play develops. Exploration of
living things in immediate environment.

to 14 months

2nd Stage

Tools and children's
methods of expression

Orientation

(Continued on the following page.)

Stages
Approximate
Age Zones
4th Stage
4 and 5 years

Interest Drives. What
children obseNe in their
environment

Orientation

5 and 6 years

6th Stage
7 and 8 years

......
......

Curriculum implications.
Trips and Maps

Widened interest in external moving
objects, such as autos, animals,
boats, trains. Relationships largely
in terms of sense and motor expressions; e.g., a train moves, whistles,
is hot, etc.

General sense of direction
on streets from home to
school and other familiar
places.

Images in crayons and clay. Dramatic
play extends to moving objects often
put into domestic setting. Symbols
for image recalls often have little representative value. Cooperative play
begins.

Trips extend to familiar streets.
Orientation after trip. Pipes in
building, etc. Widened exploralion of living things. Blocks indoor
and outdoor. Clay. Crayons. All
develop in representative qualities though design persists.

Moving objects begin to function.
Relationships begin to include
functional; e.g., train related to
track, station, freight, etc.

Familiar places crudely
placed in space relations.
Street environment and
house environment. Rough
block-building maps.

Dramatic play much elaborated.
Representative symbols more important. Cooperative play elaborates.

Motor memories still dominant.
Oilcloth for rivers. Chalking in
street. Airplane views. Perspeclive map. Trip to high building to
see many things in their space
relation.

Beginning to leave the "here and
now." Distant and long-ago stn1
has to be closely~ nnected with
the here and nq_w. Interest in skills
and techniques begins.

Rough maps with crayons.
Orientation begins in relalion to distant and long-ago.

Symbols of general ideas begin.
Still closely tied up with direct
images. Books. Source material
written and in map and chart form.

Use of compass. Pilot maps.
Practice in scale relief experiments. Out-of-door maps. Concept of erosion-rivers and seadrainage--,growth of living things
conditioned b~ earth forces. Tool
maps of oilcloth. Trips in connection with here and now. Photographs of far-away. Stories about
far-away in which dramatic control is geographic; e.g., grass or
earthquake.

.

5th Stage

Tools and children's
methods of expression

......
N

Stages
Approximate
Age Zones
7th Stage
9 and 10 years

8th Stage

Interest Drives. What
children observe in their
environment

Tools and children's
methods of expression

Curriculum implications.
Trips and Maps

Great impulse towards the distant
and long-ago. Interest in techniques
in full force. Interest in adventure,
in incalculable element.

Ability to think of geographic
abstractions; e.g., projection,
sphere and equator.

Symbols can be expressed in abstract forms with actual image
recall.

Big out-of-door map. Animal
geography. Projections. Own
free maps. Atlases. Source
materials, historical and geographic. Use of globe.

Interest in social thinking, in form
and pattern.

Ability to work on relationship expressed through
abstractions.

Organized play and organized
group activities.

Transparencies. Oilcloth maps
continue. Charts. History with
geographic background. Social
relationships in work. Human
element in products. Group
comes before individual.

All types of adult interests represented.

Anything that is threedimensional.

Wider variety.

Specialization. Also ch ronological and spatial logic.

11 years

9th Stage

Orientation

12 years
and up
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It is also obvious that the growth process is shown in the use of the environment
from the time that they hand le, throw, taste, hear, see, and smell it, to the time that they
organize it into generalizations and abstractions, and that methods of expression follow
this same growth process from simple direct sense and motor play to elaborate art and
group activities.
The growth of methods of expression needs amplification. A two-year-old begins
to play back his experiences, usually with himself as the center. His play is apt to be a
pretty literal recall of a sense or motor experience-that is, of something which he has
heard or seen or felt or done with his muscles. Such play is founded on images of
something not actually present. His recall seldom has much locational veracity. But
even at two, he may use toys and other objects as symbols. That the environment of
three- and four-year-olds is still largely domestic is reflected in th eir play. Gradually the
interest extends and fastens upon all external moving objects such as animals, autos,
boats, and trains; and in their play, the children impersonate such objects or readily
endow blocks and other objects with their characteristics.
Everything that comes into their little hands begins to move, to toot, to chug, to
bark. The images gathered in first-hand experiences are getting into action. The
relationships discovered through living in a particular environment are being played
back. Indeed, that is what play at this stage is-a reliving of experiences. It is at this stage
of development, which is usually about four years of age, that many schools begin trips.
Geography then makes its official entrance into the curriculum.
Up to this time, the child's environment has been essentially local and predominantly personal. When he goes with his class on a trip, he steps into a world which is
essentially a community. A new and different relationship is here involved. Not that
he recognizes this at first. The four-year-old carries his habit of relating all things to
himself with him on h is first trips to the grocery store, to the stable, to the blacksmith,
to the barnyard, to the meadows. It is the individual Dick, the grocery horse with whom
he makes friends. H e does not leap into the complications of human geography at a
bound. Nor does h e come back and draw a map of his excursion. N evertheless, if the
trips are planned with reference to the functioning of the community around him, and
if the school-room furnishes him with proper tools for play, his play will evolve and
spontaneously take on the aspects of human geography, and his floor play with blocks
and bench-made products will show true beginnings of map-making. (See Photographs
45 , 45A, 46, 46A, 47, 47A, 51, 52, 52A, 53, 5JA, 54, and 54A.)
What is characteristic of the educational process in this early play stage seems to
us to hold true always. There is not only an "intake" but an active "outgo." The chief
program for geographic intake in these early years lies in trips- explorations of the
environment. Provision for outgo, equally important, is made within the classroom
through "adaptable materials," of which more later.
Trips, therefore, become the basis ofthe curriculum in the younger years- probably
at four, five, six, seven- when the children have mastered the relationships in their
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immediate home environment sufficiently to widen their explorations, but are not yet
mature enough, experienced enough, have not yet a large enough store of images to
carry on investigations in situations which are not immediately before them. Schools
that have carried out programs with immediate experiences instead of logical content
as a basis no longer question whether the immediate environment can serve them as a
laboratory. Indeed, most of them would go a step further, and say that it is only by
exploring the "here and now" that children grow in the capacity to discover relationsto think. We find that the transition to the far-away and long-ago seldom takes place
in such schools before seven. History and distant geography appear, consequently, only
as occasional episodes in kindergarten and first grade; engines, boats, markets, and
stores take the place of the Eskimo and primitive men.
Such a program is justified not only by the positive results but by the difficulty
which small children evidence in understanding space and time relations. A group of
young seven-year-olds who had been exploring aspects of the work of Lower Manhattan
came across Indian names, which led them into a discussion of the Manhattan Indians.
They followed this with interest. But later, one of them said to the teacher, without
causing any comment from the others: "Do you know what the Indians did when they
left Manhattan? They took their canoes up to the Natural History Museum and left
them!" A six-year-old resident of Manhattan, who had often crossed the East River and
had heard traditional geographic terms used, asked his father, "On what continent is
Brooklyn?" This difficulty with time and space relations is typical rather than exceptional at this age. Information based upon these conceptions is seldom digested before
seven. Further discussion of distant geography and history will be postponed, therefore,
until we come to the programs of older children.
It cannot be too often said that there can be no general list of trips recommended
for kindergarten or first grade. Each environment furnishes its own particular trips. Each
school, each teacher must find trips within his own environment which fit each group
of children. Each year the trips fit into an integrated program. The trips in successive
years are planned not only with reference to the logical development of factual content,
but to meet the growth needs in experiences. Often this means repeating trips within
the same year with younger children. Trips repeated in successive years yield different
experiences, since the children bring richer associations to the situations on the older
maturity levels.
Every environment is geographic. The kind of geography which we have found
most natural to city children is human geography. The natural earth conditions are too
overlaid with human modifications to makf> physical geography an easy field of
exploration in the city. In the country, even in the suburbs, children discover
relationships which concern soil, erosion, elevation, the growth of plants and animals
at an earlier age than do city children. But for children before eight everywhere, work,
the activities of people, hold more interest than natural phenomena.
Everywhere people have been conditioned by the earth forces around them; and
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everywhere they have, to a greater or lesser extent, changed the earth they live in. The
way people in New York City get their food, for example, is conditioned by the
geographic facts that Manhattan is an island, that the harbor gives great opportunity
for docks and for trade with Europe, that the Hudson River leads to the Mohawk Valley
and furnishes the levelest route to the West. Manhattan has been largely transformed
through people's use of it; but it is equally true that these geographic facts have
conditioned and are still conditioning the work ofNew Yorkers. With their present-day
economic implications, these facts suggest a whole series of water-front trips to docks
and boats, to harbor activities such as lighthouses and buoy stations; to railroad
transportation activities, such as freight trains and switching yards; to garages and
gasoline stations; to storage and distribution centers such as markets, stores, refrigerating plants, milk plants. This is human geography in city terqis. T rips of this type, begun
with five-year-olds and continued through seven, will gradually build up a conception
of the fundamental conditioning earth forces, such as tides and currents, wind and
weather, elevation, island and harbor, and the main work activities which have
resulted. Of course, six-year-olds do not get the full significance of what they see. But
before seven, most of the children have a vivid sense of the congested island which has
to be fed and clothed from outside, which has to make roads over and under the streets
in order to carry on its business. Their sense of the "city pattern" is evidenced in their
play. This sense stays with them and develops in the later years.
Country children see the distribution of food at the other end. Trips to farms where
vegetables are grown, wh ere cows give their milk and hens give their eggs show human
work conditioned by a country set-up. The suburbs show st ill other aspects of human
geography, perhaps trucking, chain stores, and switching yards. City, country, suburbnorth, south, east or west---on plains, on mountains, on river or sea-each community
meets its needs in a definite way. Each child's food comes to him by definite avenues.
So does his water, his coal, his gasoline, and all the vast variety of goods that form the
work environment in which he lives.

The Teacher's Role

I-------------.-

t becomes the first task of a teacher who wou Id base her program with young children
on an exploration of the environment to explore the environment herself. She must
-- ------:----:---~ ~ow how her community keeps hou -how itg~ts its water, its coal its electric wer,
i~ food, who are the workers that make the communityJunction. She must know where
the pipes in her room lead to, where the coal is kept in the school, when the meters are
read and by whom; she must know the geographic features which characterize her
particular environment and strive constantly to see how they have conditioned the
work of which she is a part and how they have been changed by that work.
And when she knows all this and much, much more, she must keep most of it to
herself! Sh e does not gather information to become an encyclopedia, a peripatetic
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textbook. She gathers this information in order to place the children in strategic
positions for making explorations, in order to plan trips which will lead to significant
discoveries, in short, in order to use her environment as a laboratory. Of course, she will
impart information even to the youngest. But it will be as an enrichment to a first-hand
investigation on the part of the children rather than as the chief method of learning.
If she follows this method, she will soon realize that what children and grown-ups alike
find in the environment depends upon what they bring. She will not expect a four-yearold who brings a largely self-centered world to find social significance in crowded city
traffic. She will be content to let him take the traffic lights as an experience for itself.
She will not expect a six-year-old, who brings a world full of concrete, individual
experiences, to generalize on how a city gets its food. She will be content to let him play
how the city gets apples and lumber and milk, which are the particular things which he
has seen coming into New York. When he is ready he will generalize.
Nevertheless, there will be a steady growth in relationship-thinking. And this
growth she will watch with all her senses. She will plan her next trip on its evidence and
count the value of the last trip in its terms. For she will probably come to feel that the
kind of things which the children observe on their trips and the kind of use they make
of their observations is the most valid indication of maturity which she has.
What the children do with their observations involves the second part of the
educational process, the outgo, without which trips are of little use except as a passing
interest. The classroom is always regarded as a sort of studio-laboratory which is
provided with materials which serve the children in reliving their first-hand experiences, in working out the relationships in various source materials, and in free
expression through various media. (Photographs 71 Band 72B.) Kindergarten and first
graders express themselves through play. Not play which is merely a pastime, but play
which is constructive and leads through progressive stages of relationship-thinking.
This kind of play needs free or raw materials which can take the impress of the user. The
best of all adaptable materials seems to be blocks which are cut in multiples of a given
unity. A glance at the block building of some of the five- and six-year-olds will show
in what various ways blocks are capable ofexpressing their users. (Photographs 45, 45A,
46, 46A, 4 7, and 47A.) They are the exact opposite of a mechanical toy, which can do
but one thing and express only its inventor. In the country, children will adapt all sorts
of materials to their purposes-pine cones, twigs, stones. Large out-doors blocks
supplemented by big packing boxes and planks usually bring about dramatic play in
which the children themselves, rather than small-scale dolls, take active roles. The
difference between adaptable and dictated materials is the difference between blocks
and Montessori materials, between crayons and paper and a picture book, between clay
and models set to copy, between the play of language and reciting a verse, between
source materials and a textbook, between tool maps and demonstration maps.
When children have been on trips exploring the immediate environment and
return to classrooms equipped with free or adaptable materials-blocks, carpenters'
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benches, crayons and clay-a type of play develops which is really human geography
on a young level. Discussions by the children, sometimes called "group stories," reveal
and develop relationship-thinking. They may also become a kind of play with language.
images-which should be distinguished from logical thinking-can become active in
the words of an artist and make the experience live again. Children are artists in their
play and spontaneously use words for play. Words, however, become a more important
medium for expression later.
.
And in the floor play, with '6Jocks',1the beginning of maps can be seen. Outstanding
features are roughly ori_enJ:edJn dLr_e ction. Th~ dra~atic-play shown in the photographs
of five-~ nd six-year-olds is human geography as it concerns domestic situations, food
distribution, street, railroad and water roads. Much of this play takes place on a rough
map which may be called a "tool map"-a map which is not an end in itself, but a means
to better play and better thinking. It is essentially a creative activity, the productoffirsthand observation and expressed through free materials. It is an expression ofgeographic
thinking. It is the work of five- and six-year-old geographers. But since this map aspect
of geography is specifically developed in Part II, it will receive scant attention here.

Using the Laboratory Method with Older Children

T

he great problem is how to preserve this creative attitude, how to furnish firsthand observation and discovery and free materials when the children need to
explore a distant or long-ago environment, which of course they must soon do. Though
difficult, I believe it is not an impossible task. The point about trips is that children
observe things for themselves and, in the class discussions and their play, themselves
work out relationships which make the facts they observe significant. Their role is an
active one. The work is not handed to them neatly related. They make their own
selection through their observations; the relations between store, markets and farms,
for instance, or between furnace and radiator come as genuine discoveries. Source
material concerning the distant or long-ago environment can give the children
comparable raw facts. Indeed, by source material we mean facts which are relevant to
the situation, but whose relationship to the situation under consideration has not been
specifically stated or generalized. In a textbook the relationships are already completely
worked out. The child's share is to remember. In source material the relationships are
implicit. The child's share is to discover them, organize and use th em. By our definition
of source material, a wide variety of geographic materials are available-photographs,
time tables, ethnological and industrial studies, industrial products, old diaries, demonstration maps of all sorts-all the wide gamut of facts about the physical world and
human activities which enter into the culture around them.
But to present children with source materials is not enough, just as to take younger
children on trips is not enough. Intake still remains only a half of the educational
process. Some sort of free material, comparable to blocks, is necessary through which
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the older children may express their geographic thinking. Dramatic play becomes more
and more important. Some sort of tool map also is necessary. The teacher is largely
responsible for the finding of source material, just as she is for the selection of trips. Her
problem has become different, however, since she must explore a distant or long-ago
environment through libraries, museums, diaries, atlases, monographs, instead of on
foot, though some trips to actively functioning situations can al ways be found which are
relevant to any historic or geographic program. This part of her work is large!y selection.
But when it comes to free materials for the expression of geographic thinking and to tool
maps, she has to go almost on her own invention. There is no free material which quite
takes the place of blocks through six; there is no situation which so spontaneously
develops tool maps as the floor schemes following trips.
The problem, which begins about seven and continues so long as education
continues, is how to provide not only first-hand data, but tools whereby the relationships inherent in such data may be discovered, and how to build up images ofthe distant
and long-ago which are comparable in vividness and satisfying quality with those
gained through immediacy. In other words, how to continue the opportunities for real
thinking and real playing on maturer levels. Some of us have been experimenting with
a geography curriculum with children from two up. The results of our experiments are
not offered as final; but we believe them valid so far as they go. May I attempt
generalizations based upon much specific experimentation?
In the first place, the growth process must be continuous. There is no skipping a
stage without disaster; 2 and 2 must always make 4, before 4 and 4 can make 8. Each new
step is really a discovery to the child. In order to make it, he needs what every scientist
needs-a laboratory well equipped with appropriate tools, by which I mean tools
appropriate to his stage of relationship-thinking, not appropriate to the subject matter
alone. As illustration, let me summarize the ordinary stages in the development of
relationship-thinking and images and symbols leading to the understanding of the faraway and long-ago. The sense of the far-away develops step by step. Six-year-olds who
are familiar with a variety of things coming into New York by train and by boat have
only a vague idea of an undifferentiated outside world from which they come. The
distant world becomes real to them only through already understood terms, and at first
only through their old tools-their senses and muscles. A child will understand the
fundamental relationship contained in our word "island" ifhe thinks ofhimself as a boat
and goes tooting around a ring ofother children on a piece ofblue oilcloth until he finds
himself where he started. He thereby gets a muscle image of an island. After that he may
understand a visual image- an airplane picture of an island where, like as not, he will
go through the same process of being a circumnavigating boat, though this time he may
accomplish his voyage with his finger or his eyes-a more mature tool than legs! After
this, a circle with, perhaps, surrounding blue may bring up the image of an island and
he is well launched on symbols which will lead to understanding two-dimensional maps
which many adults, who have missed out on the initial steps, never really grasp.
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In the same way he must get from where he is to the distant place. He already knows
trains and boats. Has he not been chugging and pulling for many years so that his muscle
images are almost distressingly active? He can leave the station or the dock in his
imagination. If he is a passenger, he may have to go to bed four times before he reaches
his destination. Ifhe is the engine, he may need to be watered and coaled many times.
Ifhe is the engineer, he can go only part way and must hand over his engine to another
engineer. The elaborate image of distance is thus made up of a complex of simpler
images already known, discovered through first-hand experience. Once started there is
no end. There is also no gap. The elaborate develops from the simpler. Keep feeding
children with 2's (source material) and provide them with tools for discovering
relations and for making their images active, and thinking and playing will continue to
any height- up to Einstein or Conrad or Eugene O'Neill or James T rusloe Adams or
any other scientist or artist who thinks in relationships and makes his images active.
The second generalization which I should like to make concerns the classroom
techniques implicit in this pedagogy (postponing map-thinking and map-making to
Part II). They are indeed arduous. If the school's task is to furnish source material with
the appropriate tools for their study and to build up images, and if geography includes
men's activities as a part of the phenomenon of the earth's surface, the curriculum has
suddenly widened until it is difficult to see the horizon. Content, in the old sense, has
not disappeared. But it is now discovered, used, related through a curriculum of
experience, rather than gathered together in convenient ready-made parcels called
textbooks. Those who fear that content may be lacking in the programs that grow out
of this kind of curriculum have but to work out one with children to be convinced of
the richness of factual material. Indeed, the content seems to us to be a sort of raw
material, which is later elaborated to become a basically significant part of economics,
history, and all the social sciences. We believe in our programs from the point of view
of content as well as of educational method. If the content is thin, and it often is, it is
because the teachers themselves are thin in their own thinking and their own images.
The role of teachers of this kind of geography is to be geographers themselves. And by
this I mean exactly what I mean when I speak of children geographers. They must
themselves be experimenters; they must hunt for sources and study the relationships;
they must explore their environment; they must analyze the culture of which they are
a part, see what part of it is geographic, what part historic; they must think; they must
play. Each year isa new lap in their own education, a new creative experience for them.
They do not learn their subject matter once for all and rest back content to deal it out
year after year. They, too, are learning through the same educational process of intake
and outgo. They are a part of their groups in a new sense, as important as in the old, but
different. Incidentally, it might be added, through widened interests in their environment, they often become members of the community around them in a new sense.
The media through which children find their most fluent, most satisfactory
expression change as they mature. Blocks disappear about seven, when the children
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wish a more permanent medium in order to carry on longer-span, more consecutive play
or thinking. This wish often gives a great impulse to carpentry work, and crude "cities"
or "towns" or "villages" with bench-made buildings, etc., appear in place of the block
constructions. (Photographs 73B and 74B.) Painting and clay modelling, often in
relation to houses, stores, stations, etc., are elaborated, and dramatic play, often with
few words, develops. I have seen plays developed and performed by children from seven
to thirteen which were essentially geographic. (Photographs 57 and 64.) Such dramatic
expression runs currently through the program; it may also be the culminating point of
the program. Words steadily grow as a medium of expression until, at twelve and
thirteen, they have sometimes become the major medium, particularly when combined
with dramatic action. Magazines, written, edited and printed by the group, are
especially satisfying to children of this age, as they have developed a group technique
and group interests.
All this is not geography. And yet, geography in the wide sense is a part of most of
it. I sometimes think that modern geography should not be regarded as a separate subject
but as a point of view which can color many subjects. For there is the geography of
plants, of animals, and of human beings-there is physiography, ethnology, history,
sociology, economics, anthropology, and even literature, all shot through with geographic ideas. Interest in environmental studies has spread from technical geographers.
Modern historians have the environmental point of view; many modern studies of
economics are definitely influenced by human geography. Even novels have responded
to this new regional interest, which combines personal drama with the drama of history
and economics. The new geography is a rich lead for teachers in many special subjects
and for themselves personally as well as for their children.

The Discovery Method in Action:
A Lesson with Older Children

S

ome of us who work in this field with children put great faith in the social leaven
of th ese geographic ideas. Let me illustrate by the thinking which emerged when
a group of twelve-year-o lds, who were about to begin modem European history, studied
the relationship between the natural geographic boundaries and the political boundaries of Europe. They were given a graphic relief tool map (of the type of Photograph
70, page 89) on which to work. This map, about five by six feet, was painted in oils on
oil cloth to look like water, mountains, valleys, and plains. The children were told to
regard the map as an unknown section of land and water and to consider the problem
of placing many nations on this land in such a way that they could live alongside of one
another with least friction. In the spontaneous discussion of boundaries which this
precipitated, the children decided that rivers were not good boundaries- that they
united rather than divided the interests of the peoples through whose lands they flowed;
that mountains were good boundaries and that the natural dividing line was the line of
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the watershed. Then followed a discussion of what a modern country needs, which led
to questions as to the distribution of natural resources-minerals, particularly iron and
copper, oil, lumber, good soil, natural transportation, which meant rivers, access to the
sea, and easy routes for railroads. One by one these resources were marked in different
colored chalks upon the big map, the children consulting many atlases and monographs
to get their data. And always these data were studied in relation to mountains and
valleys, drainage and sea coast as they were superimposed upon these physiographic
features. Then the children marked off areas which seemed to them·might reasonably
be isolated: England cut off by water; Spain and Italy cut off by mountain ranges.
Curiously, they even separated Norway from Sweden drawing the line along the
watershed, saying that one side looked like a land for fishermen and the other side like
a land for farmers. They decided there would always be friction if the two sides of the
Bosporus were owned by different nations and that the land on either side of Gibraltar
should be international. The problems that troubled them most were: (1) How to make
the Volga function in transportation. They were much upset to discover that it led to
a salt sea with no outlet and suggested as a solution the digging of a canal exactly where
the U.S.S.R. has cut one. (2) How to divide the lowland along the Baltic and North
Sea. They were afraid the coal deposits might cause jealousies and vehemently vetoed
any river as a boundary! (3) How to divide the whole area we call roughly the Balkans,
saying: "Any boundaries are likely to make messes!"
After this, and only after this, they looked at a modern political map and drew the
political boundaries directly over the relief, the natural resources, and the geographic
boundaries. They were shocked at several things. These are some of the comments and
some of the questions they raised: "How can Russia get out to the sea? She'll certainly
try to." This raised questions about the Trans-Siberian railroad and Japan, and about
India. "Doesn't Austria need some sea coast? Don't France, Belgium, the Netherlands,
and Germany need to guard their boundaries every minute? There's no sense to their
boundaries. Why is a patch of Germany cut off? Couldn't Po land have been given a way
to the sea east and north of Germany?" T hey searched economic and historical atlases
for answers. When they found the language map followed the line of the Polish
Corridor, they were partly reconciled. But more often than not they found no rational
answer. They took their social and economic geographic problems with them into the
study of modern European history. Can anyone question that these problems enriched
their study?

The Validity of the Laboratory Method
in Geography Teaching

C

hildren have proved to my own satisfaction that they can be geographers,
elementary to be sure because of their slender store of experiences, but genuine
because they make discoveries of geographic relations. More than that, they have
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proved to me that human geography is one of their natural interest drives. Whether this
account of their activities will bring proof to anyone else will depend, I believe, upon
whether any of my readers have tried actual geographic explorations with childrenwhether, indeed, they have tried such adventures by themselves. For an adventure it is
and remains, this finding of ever-new relations in one's old or new environment. So,
too, it is an adventure to find how these geographic discoveries lead to ever new playand-art expression in old or new media. A geography curriculum works with young
children, if hard thinking and hard playing are accepted as evidence. Furthermore, the
habits of mind and of work which it fosters lead to continued observations and
unexpected discoveries later. I thoroughly believe that the environmental approach
gives the utmost immediate satisfaction to children and leads to the most fruitful lines
of later interests. Many experienced teachers, I am aware, will disagree with me. I could
wish them nothing better than an experience with a group of young geographers in
action. I feel sure that the children would convince them as they have me.
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PART II

How They Map
the World

ap-making as a science is a difficult, accurate technique which can be
practiced only by the trained professional few. Map-making as an art is a
creative activity, growing out of many widespread interests, which is
~ practiced almost spontaneously by children and readily acquired by the lay
..-.,:J l• grown-up who is in a propitious mental attitude. This discussion is not for
cartographers. Rather it is for these lay folk, for these possible map-makers, whether
children or grown-ups, wh ether in or out of the classroom, that Part II on the philosophy
and art of map-making is designed.
For there is a philosophy of map- making and one which jumps with modem
education. In the remaking of the curriculum, which has been going on with startling
rapidity in some quarters, no subject has suffered a greater sea-change than geography.
Part I has discussed the effect upon the curriculum of the environmental point of view
which nowadays permeates any study which centers around living things, particularly
around the activities of men. Map-making, so obviously an adjunct of geography, has
lagged but is gradually yielding to the changed attitude.

M

Map--Thinking

T

here are many kinds of maps. Maps are not necessarily good or bad. They are good
or bad for something. Always a map must be1udged with its ur ose in mind. A
political map is good if you are interested in politic:tl boundaries. It is bad if you wish
to know the kind of country in which the various nations carry on their activities. The
Mercator projection, in which all the longitudes (the north-to-south, pole-to-pole
lines) are parallel, is a good map for a small area or if you wish to sail "north" by a
compass. It is a bad map if you wish to compare areas which in reality are portions of
the surface of a sphere, not of a flat plane, and upon which, consequently, the northto-south lines meet at two points, the north and south poles. (See section on
Projections, page 34.) A picture map is a good map if you wish to express images of
plants, animals, or activities. (Map 75B.) It is a bad map if you wish to study the
conditions which have produced the objects depicted. All these maps show specific
facts. They are demonstration maps, good if the information they contain is what you
want, which would seem too obvious to say if maps were not so constantly misused in
classrooms. In order to make either a demonstration or a tool map (of which more later),
you must know what facts you wish to show or what relations you wish to study and what
form of map will best serve your purposes.
This first section of Part II, therefore, deals with map-thinking; the second section
with the techniques of map-making. For it is relevant, even necessary, before discussing
the techniques of map-making in schools to ask what kinds of maps are good for what
purposes, and for what ages, and in connection with what studies. The question is not
merely the general one- "What are maps for?-though that is basic to the other
questions, but also- "What uses have children for maps at five, at eight, at twelve, and
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all the maturity levels in between?" The answer must be in accordance with the general
educational point of view propounded in Part I, which is here summarized. Direct
intake and attendant outgo form what we called the educational process. This process,
we feel, underlies all education at any maturity level. Thinking forever consists of seeing
relationships: Art, which from this point of view is matured play, forever consists of the
expression of relations through images (symbols), which sometimes actually intensifies
the recaptured experience or object by pruning it of all except the essential. This thesis
redefines the school's task. The school is no longer primarily a place where facts are
presented for consumption. It has become a place for experiences, a laboratory-studio
equipped with tools for study and with media for expression. The question now is, what
place do maps occupy in a curriculum based upon such a conception of education?
Maps have two functions in this scheme: as source material and as tools. Demonstration maps become source material, appropriate within a classroom when children
have reach ed the point where they can use data expressed in map form. One is
confronted by an almost innumerable procession of demonstration maps on almost
everything concerning the earth's surface that can be expressed in special terms.
Physiographic, economic, political, historical maps abound-contour, relief, airplane,
outline, pictu re-all expressed in a variety of projections. Every feature of earth and
water-soil, vegetation, temperature, rainfall, elevation; every type of economic
activity- transportation, houses, food production and consumption, population, occupations. Many industries publish maps giving valuable information about the raw
materials they use, the distribution of their products, and other valuable data. Tourist
resorts often use maps for advertisement; railroads use th em in their time tables. These
industrial and commercial maps are, for the most part, free and often can be gathered
by the children themselves. Some are scientifically accurate; some are merely popular;
most of them are up-to-date and of current interest. They make a real supplement to
maps of more permanent value.
In addition, maps are published for the use of workers themselves, such as pilots'
maps. These are accurate. Moreover, they make a special appeal to children because
they are actually used in a thrilling work situation. The school has no difficulty in
finding accurate maps showing information about almost any subject which is thought
of in terms of the earth's surface. The United States Government maps its census
figures; the Departments of the Interior and of Agriculture present economic activities
in maps; the bottoms of harbors are mapped; the land is mapped by airplane photographs
or by contour lines of varying height above sea-level. Hordes of private firms publish
limitless maps. A little search on the part of teachers will bring them satisfactory
demonstration maps if they know wh at they want to demonstrate and understand what
they get. In other words, the cartographers have fairly well covered the fields, which is
fortunate, as layfolk can not be expected either to gather information or to make maps
accurate enough to be used as source material in complex or far-reaching situations. Yet,
from my point of view, map-making is one of the important school activities both for
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teachers and children. More than demonstration maps are needed for the study of
relations. A map is needed which can be actively used, not merely looked at. Such a
functioning map I have called a tool map. Few such maps are on the market, particularly
few which can be used for children's purposes. It is these tool maps to be used by children
in the study of relationships that I am eager to see teachers and children make.

Stages of Children's Map Thinking

0

nee again comes the question, what relationships for what ages? Here, I shall use
the chart of children's growth in environment interests, tools and methods of
expression (pages 10, 11, 12). Even in the first stage-before walking and talkingchildren establish habits of thinking in space relations and of using symbols to express
recalls of experiences, which habits, in their more elaborated forms, are fundamental
to map-thinking or map-making. And, furthermore, these habits are established by the
laboratory method of first-hand investigations resulting in the discovery of relationships. There is a time, usually in the third stage, when a child may draw the eyes outside
the face or a table outside the house. This is not because he thinks eyes are outside of
faces. Rather, it is because he doesn't think of the spatial relationship between face and
eyes; these two discrete facts in his experience are attended to separately and consecutively, not simultaneously. In the fourth and fifth stages, block play and crayon work
may both assume embryonic map form. (Photographs 45-50.) The photographs hardly
show the high degree of orientation. Sometimes the children have been helped to
understand the space relations by having them point in the direction of the docks after
they have returned from a trip, or even by pretending to walk down a street made out
of blocks and constructing in blocks whatever buildings or objects are recalled. Some
such definite work in orientation helps the play-otherwise it would be inappropriate
for such young children. It h elps the play because the relationships the children are
playing, such for instance as farms , rivers, docks, ferries, and city markets, depend in a
measure upon direction and space relations.
The gradual growth and consequent use of spatial relations is illustrated in the
appended series of spontaneous maps. Maps 48, 49, and 50 (page 68) are by §:vear-oThl
children, all of whom were familiar with bti_dges_an_d_the water-front of Marinatrar(
through trips. l~Map 48~ the ~hild uses the relationships o~d to water (H~so~ River
and East River not yet joined in the Bay), bridge to water, and boats to water. But the
bridges do not yet function as bridges across water for the span is along the shore. Map
49 shows Manhattan as an island but the relationship of the rivers to the island
formation has not yet been made, for the water follows the contour of the paper and the
island is set out in space. The bridge spans water but does not connect with land. Map
50 shows the final putting together of bridges and water and their function in relation
to the land; so also does the plastic map (Figure 5, page 32), a group map made by sixyear-olds. No map using these relationships was shown to the children until they had
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worked them out in their play with blocks or crayons. It does no good to jump ahead
ofa child's relationship-thinking. He calmly places eyes outside of faces until he reaches
the point of thinking eyes plus face, although every face that has ever been presented
to him has had eyes inside! He knows 2 and 2 but he has not yet discovered that they
make 4. This is equally true of more elaborated relations. Teachers must know the stage
their children are in and provide tools and data ( experiences or source material) for the
next discovery.
It will be seen that the symbols used by the child in Map 48 are precisely the same
as those used by children at this same stage of development in their representative
drawings. They are image recalls illustrated by the chance painting pinned on the walls
in Photographs 47, 47A, 53, 53A, 54, and 54A. In Map 49 there is the groping-only
partly successful-for an abstraction-the island- which the child has never seen
completely, never completely experienced, a relationship which must be created by
putting together various familiar experiences. All is not now direct recall; a vicarious
element has entered. In many of the maps made by older children in which the vicarious
element is larger than in the earlier ones, the symbols still clearly show images and
relationships established through first-hand experiences.
That images of the unknown distant ( vicarious) are at first carry-overs from the
immediate is well illustrated by Figure 1, one of the Great Lakes, modelled in clay on
a tile by a seven-year-old with the remark, "It would look like a big Central Park
reservoir." It cannot be serenely assumed that either abstract or vicarious relationships,
even of the simpler sort, will be discovered at older ages-even by adults. For example,
I remember a bright boy of twelve who was an incessant map-maker. His workmanship
was exquisite, but his geographic thinking was still of the type represented by eyes
outside of faces and bridges in Maps 48 and 49. He knew that water flowed down hillwho does not at twelve? Yet he had never related that fact to the rivers he drew so
elaborately on h is copied maps, for he thought that rivers flowed in from the oceans.
That is probably a misstatement. No bright twelve-year-old could think that. More
accurately, he did not thin k when he came to rivers- thus, 2 and 2 never made a 4 for
him. His kind of non-thinking is not uncommon in geographic relations.
To give three other illustrations: A group of intellectual eight-year-olds was taken
to see a dredger biting out sand from the bottom of Boston Harbor. When asked why
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the dredger did this work, they made a land-lubber's reply: "Probably to get sand to make
concrete." It was evident that the path followed by ships was a surface affair to them;
a channel had no real meaning. Later I asked one child to draw an island on the board.
He drew Figure 2. Another child objected and drew Figure 3. I asked the first child
where he was when he saw his island. After a moment's hesitation he said: "In the air
looking down." The second child said he was in a boat. Both answers showed good
thinking. Then I asked the whole group to draw an island as a fish would see it. They
knew that islands did not float as in Figure 3, but they had never related the island
formation to hills and valleys. And so they anchored their islands (Figure 4) !

2

3

4

A twelve-year-old girl was trying to trace on a map the course that rain, which had
fallen on a particular mountain slope, would take on its way to the sea. It happened to
run into the Red River. She managed to make it flow north (many grown-ups cannot
accomplish this), but when it came to the Canadian boundary, she said: "I must be
wrong for it's flowing into Canada!" This confusion in relations was because a map with
political boundaries had been given her before political entities had any meaning for
her and before she had established the relation of drainage to hills and rivers on maps.
Photograph 63 (page 82) is a fine piece of free painting with real beauty of coloring.
The twelve-year-old artist did not, however, understand the projection she was
copying. It was Mercator's projection in which the pole-to-pole lines (longitudes) are
parallel. She copied her outlines according to this projection and then superimposed
a kaleidoscoped two-hemisphere projection, thereby bringing Alaska somewhat nearer
the Equator t han the North Pole. No less an artist-geographer than Hendrik van Loon
made this same kind of unthinking mistake in the large map he used for the jacket of
his Geography. All of these illustrations of non-thinking-and there are many to be
gathered in every classroom- show that even elementary geographic relations are not
discovered automatically or inevitably. (See also Photograph 63A, page 83.)
The pedagogy back of this is obvious. C hildren must be given the opportunity to
workout these elementary relationships before they are jumped into the use of materials
which are based on these relationships. This is true in general; the task here, however,
is to apply this pedagogy only to maps.
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Working Out Elementary Geographic Relationships

W

hat are the specific geographic relations which a child should have discovered
before an ordinary political map, let us say, or a conventional relief map
expressed in color symbols can be understood sufficiently to be genuinely used? I choose
five that seem particularly important:
( 1) Space relations in far-away and large-scale situations-both horizontal and
vertical. (2) Relation of drainage to elevation. (3) Relation of soil to elevation. ( 4)
Relation of human work to environment. (5) Map projections or the distortions of the
earth's surface due to picturing a spherical upon a flat surface. A word about each
relation and in particular about how children can discover each through a laboratory
method.
Spaces too large to be actually observed by the eyes can still be approached in sense
terms or through the muscles (for example, the island, page 29). In floor-play with
blocks, a strip of blue oilcloth or paper or the chalked surface of the floor surrounding
the city building on Manhattan function in the way the rivers and bay function-that
is, they permit boats to circumnavigate. Crude blocks or bench-made bridges function
as bridges and permit automobiles to cross the water. (See Photograph 47 A, page 67 .)
A trip to a high building is fine for orientation at this stage of groping for a world beyond
the immediate. Some airplane views actually show Manhattan as an island. Airplane
views are the easiest of maps because they are only extensions or variations of the
familiar instead of being expressed in difficult symbols. If the water in an airplane
rotogravure is painted blue to bring it out more clearly, an airplane view becomes a
transition map from a play-scheme map to a symbolic outline map where the representative quality of the symbol is practically lost. The point is, of course, that the symbol
now stands for a reality in the child's mind; there is a genuine image behind it.
When the use of symbols and symbol reading has reached the point at which a line
can evoke an image of a place where land ends and water begins, we may introduce
large-scale flat outline maps made by the teacher. (Photographs 53 and 53A.) From my
point of view, th ere is no object in doing this unless the map is to function in some way.
For six-year-olds such an outline map drawn or painted on the floor as large as the
classroom will permit, by defining areas which have different functions (land and water,
city and farms, etc.), helps a cooperative play of human geography which the children
have developed with blocks or bench-made objects. The younger the children, the
larger the map should be. Often it is simpler to lay down strips of blue oilcloth for water
or green for farm country, in rough orientation. Sometimes with large groups we use
oilcloth strips for streets as well, but ordinarily chalking in the streets is satisfactory. The
children make at bench or with clay all sorts of accessory materials such as bridges,
lighthouses, boats, trains, signals. As a rule we supply certain materials which are too
hard for children to make, such as dolls, animals or sometimes trains. (See Photograph
47, page 66.)
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At seven this same type of oriented play is elaborated and often carried on in a
smaller scale . On a large piece of linoleum (6' x 8'-larger if practicable) the shape of
the land is painted. Or the map may be painted on strong brown paper. Wrapping paper
painted and varnished is an easy medium in which to work and is fairly satisfactory for
a teacher-made map when the children are not going to get on top of it in their play.
The children make small-scale buildings, bridges, lighthouses, etc. in clay or wood and
proceed to play out the work activities of the immediate or a distant environment.
(Photographs 5 1, 52, 52A, 53, 53A, 54, and 54A.) Much more definite work in
orientation is suitable at this age. A rough sense of scale, which is a relationship distinct
from orientation, develops as the children become familiar with maps of the city drawn
to different scales.
A certain amountof direct drill (I use the word with hesitation because it is capable
of much abuse) in orientation is welcomed by the children. I should never recommend
it for young children in and for itself; only insofar as it makes for better play. Maps must
be kept functioning and for six- and seven-year-olds this usually means they must be
played upon. Children like to take imaginary trips on a map, particularly if it is large
enough to permit impersonations of pilots or engineers or bell buoys or hills, and so
extend the "drill" beyond a merely locational exercise into the realm of images, of play.
On floor maps of the type shown in Photographs 53 and 70 (pages 71, 89), children who
know New York Harbor and the west-side waterfront of Manhattan through trips like
to follow such directions as: "Bring a steamer up the Ambrose Channel and dock her
at West 14th Street," which may mean to them "steer by the lighthouses, listen for sirens
and bell buoys, watch the tide, signal to other craft, etc." Older children enjoy
impersonating the rain falling in various parts of a large country and hunting for ways
to reach the sea; or hunting for places where erosion will have made good soil for their
farms. This is emphasizing but not isolating the locational element that appears
spontaneously in the play of younger children. T he danger, of course, is that the teacher
will pursue drill in this tangible locational information to a point which kills the play,
when the only use of the information at this stage is to improve the play!
Another kind of map which children of this age enjoy making themselves is of
cardboard or heavy paper, added to from time to time as experiences accumulate. It may
be merely a large collapsible box that can fold up conveniently, with map symbols of
the children's drawings pasted on. This, unlike those we have been talking about, is a
demonstration map, but one which pools the joint experiences of the children. (Map
76B.) This type of map, a personal demonstration map, both for the individual and for
the group, helps geographic thinking at all ages. It ranges from the early efforts (Maps
48, 49, and 50), to the decorative map of cotton (twelve-year-olds). (See Maps 63, 63A,
and 64.) It is a statement of d iscoveries rather than a tool for investigation. In this type
of map there is almost the same scope for personal expression that there is in a painting.
A teacher should be careful not to cramp these art-play maps by insisting upon too great
accuracy. At times, beauty or general impression is more precious than accuracy. The
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"outgo" in maps should not be exclusively intellectual; indeed, I should be inclined to
say it should never be exclusively intellectual. The art element does not vitiate but may
even enhance the scientific.
So far we have discussed spatial relations only as depicted on flat surfaces-twodimensional maps. Horizontal orientation, in my experience, always comes before
vertical. Even children who climb stairs or shoot up and down in elevators find it
difficult to think what is underneath or above them in a house, long after the floor plan
is firmly understood. Elevation in land surfaces appears in play later than streets and
railroads and boats, which function primarily in horizontal terms. Naturally, hills
appear in the play of children who have hills in their environment far earlier than in
those who experience ups and downs vicariously through pictures. (See Photograph 52,
page 69.) Although most of the "here and now" human geography observed through
trips in cities depends but slightly upon elevation, elevation is present, of course,
wherever there is land and water. Consequently, even in first and second grades in every
environment, I should let children model maps, no matter how crudely. Figure 5 is a
map of Manhattan about 3' x 5' made of sheet rock cement by six-year-olds, which held
actual water in which the tiny boats made their voyages. It was played with ecstatically.
Figure 6 is a small putty map made in a bread tin, which also held water but was too small
for much play. It gave much satisfaction to its seven-year-old maker, however.
If the environment contains much relief I should use modelling sand (if I could
afford it), or ordinary sand wet so that the map will hold its shape better. Or in a country
environment I should dig in the dirt. In Photograph 52 (page 69), dirt is used by six-
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and seven-year-olds in a hilly country as a dramatic setting for their village. In Map 60
(page 78), the United States reaches 80 feet from ocean to ocean with 5-foot Rockies.
The nine- and ten-year-olds who built this map both played with it and used it for
scientific study. (See also Map 60A, page 79.) The matter of drainage, which is of
overwhelming importance in interpreting the development of a country, is much more
readily understood if relief precedes a flat symbol. Under ten, I should aim at rough, free
experimentation rather than at accuracy of measurement.
Far and away the largest and the most significant use of maps for children is as a
background for the work activities ofliving things, particularly of men, though animals
and plants play their own peculiar roles. From this point of view, the ideal map would
be a representation in manageable form of the characteristics of the earth's surface
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which have chiefly conditioned man's mode of living. And the first maps, if they are
spontaneous, represent the characteristics of the immediate environment. Consequently, there is no dogmatic, no"correct" first map, though often the school in relation
to the trips or to the children's homes develops first. In New York City, the early maps
almost always contain the relation of land to water which eventuates in showing
Manhattan as an island. In Greenwich, Connecticut, the first maps, after the simple
orientation of the children's homes in relation to the school, may be relations clustering
around the Boston Post Road or the Sound, etc.
When one leaves the immediate environment (about seven or eight), the questions
center more upon general and less upon local earth conditions. What kind of map of
a distant country should come first? It is impossible to put all important factors within
the compass ofa single map. Indeed, for children, it is especially necessary to keep maps
simple. For most geographic situations it is necessary to have a genuine sense of
elevation or of roughness and smoothness. This the children may not have experienced
in their immediate environment. They will get adequate images better through their
fingers than through their eyes, better through actual relief than through symbols which
stand for relief. Before giving them maps of a distant place to look at, I should try to get
a dramatic, a motor sense, of elevation. For instance, when the children, in their work,
first leave New York City and the immediate environment can no longer supply all the
source material, they will probably follow the routing of some produce they have seen
arriving in the city. Usually this will take them up the Hudson by boat or train. Or they
may be tracing their water back to its source in the Catskills. In either case, a large piece
of brown paper can be used as the basis of a map of New York State upon which in the
correct regions they will place rough mountains (chairs or coats covered with a cloth
if nothing else is available, or paper pinned or pasted into pyramids or ridges). Later,
these relief symbols can change into graphic pictured symbols of mountains. On these
crude maps, the children will develop play with farms, river boats, and often canal boats.
The object is not locational accuracy but to get the country depicted in the map into
some geographic activity which has been conditioned by roughness and smoothness.
After these crude maps, the children can use more accurate and smaller scale plastic
relief maps and graphic relief maps of the same country. These maps can be made in
advance by the teacher if none are available. They too should be tool maps, maps for
active use. That is, they should be more than demonstration maps, maps which merely
give information.
In the first tool map of a distant place, I should therefore choose to stress for young
children the single factor of relief which is significant for itself, and also important in
relation to other geographic factors. This means roughness and smoothness rather more
than actual elevation. Relief, in reverse terms, is drainage. And drainage plus rainfall
and springs mean rivers. Relief determines the course of rivers. Rivers are one large
element in producing soil. Relief is also a large factor in rainfall, in temperature,
consequently in vegetation. If then, a map can be given to children in which relief is
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indicated in a convincing presentation and if, further, they can add to reliefsuch factors
as temperature (roughly latitude correlates with temperature), warm and cold ocean
currents, they can work out rainfall with fair accuracy; they can work out vegetation,
soil (not types, which requires knowledge of geology too complex for children, but
comparative depth and fineness); they can work out winds (adding the rotation of the
earth). In other words, starting from relief and adding other factors as source material,
they can discover most of the great determining earth forces and later verify their
discoveries by reference to accurate scientific studies. If upon such a map, they attempt
to enact some present or historic human drama, some particular phase of human
culture, they are in a strategic position to understand regional behavior.
A relief map given to children is, of course, a demonstration map containing
information about elevation or roughness and smoothness. But it may become a tool
map if, as suggested above, the children can use it actively in working out relations
instead of merely passively as a statement of facts. (See Photograph 56A, page 76.) I
know of no larger scale, reasonable plastic relief maps on the market. For the present,
teachers must make their own maps. This is not an unmitigated tragedy, for the making
of a map usually leads to unexpected discoveries in geographic relations. Many teachers
( whose learning processes are not unlike those ofother human beings) need such a firsthand experience in map-making to convince them that the laboratory method does
lead to thinking in a way that the training method does not, and teachers who already
believe this often find a n ew tool for investigations through the making of a map.

Map-Making

T

o stimulate interest in map-making is the chief object of Part II of this pamphlet.
This concluding section, therefore, takes up in detail the techniques of mapmaking for amateurs in schools, whether children or teachers. The emphasis in this
section is upon tool maps of either plastic or graphic relief, since such maps seem to me
to be the most suggestive type for geographic thinking and they are not on the market.
There is, however, one more relationship inherent in every map which needs to be
understood before work is begun. This may be regarded as a special form of the space
relationship involved in th e spherical shape of the earth.

Projections
Investigating Projections: The Laboratory Method in Action
A map is a symbol, a representation of the earth's surface, or some portion of it,
indicating the relative size and shape or distribution of given surface features. We are
here concerned with the "base map," not with the wide variety of data which may be
recorded upon it. The problem of the "base map" when it is to be flat (not a globe) is
the problem of representing a spherical surface ( the earth) or a part of it upon a flat
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surface--describing a three-dimensional object in a two-dimensional convention. The
technique by which this is accomplished is called a projection-the sphere is projected
upon a plane. Children of ten or eleven are usually interested in this problem. I have
even known map-minded children of eight years to work out five or six of the chief
projections within a hour's space.
The problem is put to the children concretely. They are given a globe, preferably
one without longitudes and latitudes and one that can be marked upon with chalk, or
lacking this, a large ball or an orange. They are asked in what terms one can describe
with definiteness a particular spot which is marked on the ball. (For dramatic purposes,
a lonely island or a wreck in mid-ocean is better than a well-known country!)
Here is a typical line of reasoning: "Measure from the North Pole." "Where is the
N orth Pole?" "On top of the earth." Obviously, the location is thought of in terms of
the globe, not of a ball in space where there is no "top." One therefore pursues the
question by what means the pole can be located other than by going to it, and by what
means an explorer knows when he has arrived at the North Pole. From this discussion
will ordinarily emerge the compass (the teacher should have one at hand), the magnetic
pole, the North Star, and the fact that the earth swings around an axis pointing towards
the North Star-unrelated facts which are usually lying around loose in some child's
mind.North and South Poles are, consequently, absolute points for earth dwellers; chat
is, they are north and south in relation to all other points on the earth's surface.
Discovery of these relations often leads to a discussion of the way the sun's rays strike
the earth's surface, leading in turn to seasons, long days and short nights or vice versa,
and to the height of the sun above the horizon in different parts of the earth's surface
at different seasons, lines of discussion which may or may not be followed for
themselves-we are here pursuing only such lines as lead to maps. With older children
such words as zones, equinox, and orbit may acquire meaning. The Equator now
emerges not merely as a line halfway between the Poles, but as a line over which the sun
at noon stands directly overhead at the time of year when the day is exactly equal to the
night (equinox,. The children will inevitably put in points for the poles on the ball and
draw pole-to-pole (north-to-south) lines and the Equator (an east-to-west line). Our
spot can now be described as so far north or so far south of the Equator, probably first
stated in miles.
But this description applies to a circle parallel to the Equator. How can we describe
the position of our point on the circle? How far east or west? Ease and west are seen to
be relative, not absolute as are north and south. An arbitrary point must be chosen from
which to measure. Any point on any east-to-west circle may be chosen. The children
spontaneously draw a pole-to-pole line through this same arbitrarily chosen point. I
have never failed to have children see that the east-to-west measurement must be from
an arbitrarily chosen point along the equator or along a circle parallel to the equator
and that, therefore, pole-to-pole lines indicate distances east or west of the arbitrarily
chosen point. Now our wreck is located- so many miles north or south of the Equator,
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so many miles east or west of the pole-to-pole (north-to-south) line through an
arbitrarily chosen point measured along the circle drawn through the wreck and parallel
to the Equator. It is but a step now to draw other east-to-west lines parallel to the
Equator and other pole-to-pole lines. The closeness of the pole-to-pole lines and of the
lines parallel to the equator is easily seen to be arbitrary and to control the fineness of
the measurements. Also, the convenience of measuring a circle in terms of360 parts or
degrees is easily seen since 360 is equally divisible by so many numbers. So the sphere
emerges, measured in degrees along a checkered grid oflongitudes and latitudes, though
these technical terms may not be used. Children usually work out this situation more
quickly and simply than do adults, whose naive approach is cramped by unrelated and
consequently half-understood facts and terms.
Now the children are ready for the problem of representing this spherical surface
on a flat surface. Each child should be provided with a large sheet of paper, pencils or
crayons, and scissors and told to draw any kind of pictures or representations of the
whole surface of the ball. Crude drawings are acceptable. Usually, three or four types
of representations are produced. The simplest from among them may be selected as a
beginning. The form shown by figure 7 is nearly always present and readily understood
as an orange peel laid flat. Children's daisies are, of course, very irregular. Figure 7 shows
size of petals when there are 8, 12, or 2. This daisy is cut out by a child on a scale
approximating the ball or globe they are using and is physically wrapped around the ball.
It is then laid on the floor with the question: "From what point could we best see this
picture of the earth?" The usual answer is: "North or South Pole." Sometimes, however,
"Any point." The obvious question is then: "What point would be most convenient for
measuring?" And we arrive with a pole, usually the North, in the center of our daisy
since a pole has an absolute quality useful for measurement. Another child is asked to
locate the South Pole. Much merriment. "It's all split!" as Figure 8 arrives. (This figu re
also shows broken equator.) Then the Equator and other east-to-west lines parallel to
Equator and other pole-to-pole lines are put in. At this point I usually arbitrarily turn
under the leaves at the line of the Equator. Asking if it makes a good map to sail by, and
for which places it is best and for which it is worst lead to the question: "Can you think
of anything to do, even if it distorts the shapes, which would simplify the measurement
of distances?" or "ls this line the same as this one?" (pointing to dissected latitudes or
longitudes outlining neighboring leaves). Often a child suggests filling in the gores. If
not, the suggestion, "Try pulling out the earth to make the lines meet," leads quickly
to an understanding of distributing the extra space equally between the pole-to-pole
lines. The daisy is laid down on another blank sheet of paper and the Equator and
latitudes drawn as complete, not dissected circles, thus increasing their length, whereas
the longitudes (pole-to-pole) remain t he same as those drawn down th e center of the
petals. (Figure 9.) It is obvious that the distortion is of east to west, and that near the
pole it is slight and at the Equator greatest. Now by turning back the leaves, it is obvious
that if the space were filled in, in this same manner to the South Pole, the South Pole
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would become an enormous circle. Then a map of the North or South Pole is shown;
they are in every atlas and school geography. Polar maps are always drawn according to
this projection and never beyond the Equator, all of which is now keenly appreciated.
Then the petal leaves of the daisy are tom apart and someone is asked to arrange
them so that it is fairest to the Equator instead of fairest to the pole. Figure 10 results.
Sometimes, it is in the original drawings, in which case the child's drawing is used.

7

8

9

North and South Poles are entered and more lines parallel to the Equator. The same line
of reasoning is pursued, this time adding a compass or a pencil laid so that it points true
north. The leaves are laid on a large sheet of paper and the question put: "How can one
change the map so that all the pole-to-pole lines will point true north like the compass?"
Figure 11 results. The poles have now been stretched to the same size as the Equator.
Then a country (Gteenland is my favorite or, better still, both Greenland and South
America) is drawn split on two neighboring leaves (Figure 10) and transferred to the
new map (Figure 11 ). Obviously the country is out of shape because it has been
stretched east and west and kept actual size north and south. "What can be done to
restore its shape while keeping the pole-to-pole lines true north?" "Stretch north and
south as much as you have already stretched east and west." And you have invented
Figure 12, practically the Mercator projection! This is shown from atlas or map. The
distortion of Greenland in relation to South America is measured in inches and never
forgotten. On the globe, Greenland (north and south) is roughly one third that of South
America; on the Mercator projection, it is one and one third. In terms of degrees, the
two Greenlands are of course the same, but the degrees are no longer equal. The use of
the Mercator projection for navigation is obvious and a genuine pilot map is shown
where pole-to-pole lines are parallel.
Other projections follow. In the dissected projection (Figure 10), each quadrilateral bounded by two latitudes and two longitudes has the same size as the corresponding
quadrilateral on the globe, though distorted in shape. How can this accuracy of size of
area be preserved and still keep the land masses intact? The projections emerge in which
just those leaves are joined which will not split the land (Figure 13 ). In like manner,
the leaves may be joined to split the land but not the water masses. Or they may all be
joined at the two poles, thereby distorting the areas at edges of map (Figure 14).
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JO-Greenland and South America in true area proportion.
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I I -Greenland and South America distorted east and west.

12-Greenland and South America distorted north and south to restore shape at expense of true area
proportion. Compare Fig. 10. This is practically Mercator's projection.

18---Showing relation of Mercator projection to actual sphere.
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Almost always in the original drawings of a group, some child will produce the twohemisphere projection (Figure 15), often with the remark: "I'd put one halfon one side
and the other half on the other." This drawing can be related to the interrupted
homolographic as a merging of half the leaves one way and half the other. The poleto-pole and the parallel-to-Equator lines appear as in Figure 15. This is compared with
the way the longitudes and latitudes actually appear on the ball (Figure 16). A real
perspective drawing makes the earth look like a ball and is consequently used in
astronomical representations for showing lights and shadows of the sun demonstrating
seasons, length of days, etc. A compromise between these two schemes (Figure 17) is
an attempt to be equally fair to both poles and Equator. H ere the distortion is distributed
between poles and Equator but the latitude lines h ave ceased to be parallel.
We then go back to the Mercator projection, which should be wrapped around the
globe or ball as in Figure 18, and the problem is put to make a compromise which will
keep the pole-to-pole lines straight and still not involve so great a distortion as in the
Mercator. If the children experiment with the physical paper as well as with the idea,
someone usually suggests Figure 19- a cone in which the longitudes are tangent to a
specific latitude, the flatness of the cone depending upon which latitude is chosen. This
common "conic" projection is obviously employed only for countries which lie entirely
north or entirely south of the Equator. All the ordinary projections have now been
invented. Special variations may be developed, such as Figures 20 and 21, though the
latter is a special compromise I have never seen suggested by children. These variations
are combinations of projections already developed.
After such experiments, children enjoy searching atlases for different projections,
discussing theshapeofagivenarea in the various projections (Figure 22) and sometimes
trying the human face indifferent projections! Also they discuss which projection gives
least distortion for given sections of the earth's surface. For example, they find that
Africa, in which the Equator is approximately in the middle and neither pole closely
approached, is little distorted by the projection in Figure 12, though still less distorted
in Figure 15. Europe or the United States, entirely north of the Equator and running
close to one pole, are least distorted by Figure 16, a section of true perspective or a
section ofa conic ( Figure 19), whereas Eurasia, which runs south of the Equator, cannot
be pictured in a conic and is least distorted by a projection in which the north-to-south
lines curve toward both poles (Figures 13, 14, 15, 17). The best projection for the entire
world depends upon which factor is most important for the problem of the momentshape or equal area, unity ofen tire globe or of land masses or of water areas. That is, every
map, every projection distorts. Only a globe can give undistorted spatial relations,
which means that a globe should always be used to check flat maps. Nothing else can
take its place. Fortunately there is on the market a moderately priced globe which can
be chalked upon so that it can be used like any tool map. The question is, which
distortion on a flat map is of least importance, which accuracy is of most importance for
any particular purpose. For, once again, a projection like a map is not good or bad. It
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I 3-Petals combined not to split land areas. J. Paul Goode's equal area projection.

14- Homolographic. Mollweide's equal area projection.

15

16

I 5-Twe-hemisphere projection.

I 6-Perspective with pole slightly shifted. The latitudes are parallel.
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19

17
17---Stereographic projection.
19-Conic projection in relation to sphere.

20

21

20---Sanson-Flamsteed's projection.
21-Van der Grinten's projection in which the entire earth is put into the circle (compare Fig. 15).
Great distortion of polar areas.

22- The same area in different projections.
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is good or bad for something.
The first step in making a map is, then, to decide what your map is for. Is it to show
a given body of factual information? Is it to study the relations between two or more sets
of facts? Your answer must be specific and conscious. You may wish to make a
demonstration map showing, for instance, the deposits of coal in the world, or the
streets in New York City under which steam pipes run, or the States in which there were
slaves. The data which are to be mapped may be in map form already but perhaps need
to be simplified or presented on a larger scale. In which case, the problem, so far as the
outlines of base map are concerned, is probably one of straight copying or of enlarging,
for presumably the original map has been drawn according to the projection most
appropriate for the given portion of the earth's surface. The danger lies in the fact that
a map can be copied mechanically with the fingers without any genuine geographic
thinking.
Accurate copies can be made by tracing on architect's transparent paper and
retransferring by carbon or by a sheet of paper covered with cartographer's blue chalk.
Or purchased outline maps can be used and only the data entered (see page 85). Both
of these processes are obviously mechanical so far as the base map is concerned. Even
a free-hand copy does not necessarily involve any thinking about the significance of the
shapes. Young children (under nine) should, of course, never be held down to accuracy
ofoutlines. No talkof"grids" or longitudes and latitudes means anything to them. Their
sense of space relations is only rough orientation. There is no gain in having their own
maps go beyond their thinking. Their source maps should, however, be accurate.
The data to be mapped may have been gathered from source materials or through
field work by children or teacher but not yet placed in map form. The data may be given
in political or locational terms, such as states or countries or streets; in physiographic
terms, such as elevation or temperature; or in terms of human activities, such as
agriculture or accidents in mines. (Map 77B, page 96.) In this case, a choice of the most
appropriate projection for the given area and data must be made (see pages 36-39,
section on Projections). This involves two considerations: (1) The significance in
terms of the data of the distortions in the various projections. For instance, are land
areas to be compared as in maps of natural resources? Are distances over water areas to
be compared as in voyages or trade routes or ocean currents? And (2) the projection
which is best for that portion of the sphere upon which the data are to be placed, i.e.,
which distortion can best be tolerated, near the pole, the Equator, the edge of the map,
etc.? Very often, no map can be found which represents the exact projection of the globe
desired, in the projection best for the data. In this case, the new map will have to be
translated from one projection to another, a technique not beyond most eleven-yearolds. To do this, make a grid ( the criss-cross oflongitudes and latitudes) which will cover
the area desired, in the projection decided upon, counting the area in degrees, not
inches, upon any map. If accuracy is desired, the new grid should be a straight copy (or
an enlargement) of the grid or portion of a grid on some professional map drawn in the
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chosen projection and including the correct latitudes whether or not it includes the
correct country, which means the correct longitudes. No amateur can possibly make an
accurate grid without a model. Rough approximations illustrating the methods of
making projections are good fun and good practice, particularly in a large-scale out-door
map. The areas within the corresponding quadrilaterals bounded by two similar
longitudes and latitudes are, of course, equal in the two maps. The new outlines may be
drawn free-hand within each quadrilateral without much error. The closer the grid, the
less chance of inaccuracy.
There are several ways of making enlargements. (See Photograph 60A, page 79.)
The simplest is to make a free-hand enlargement within each square of a superimposed
rectangular grid. Some atlases come equipped with a transparent grid, which can be
conveniently used for this purpose. But this process can be accomplished with no
geographic thinking and I recommend itonly where time presses and for those teachers
or older children who have had enough previous practice in thinking in projections to
guarantee a consciousness of the projection which is being copied. Amateurs are likely
to take so long over their grids that their energy and time are used up, and so they never
reach the more valuable type of geographic thinking which comes from the study of
geographic phenomena. The projection is, of course, usually a means to an end and it
is a pity to have it become a major end in itself. For that reason, I make great use of
outline maps when the right size and area and projection can be procured. (See
Photograph 67, page 85.) Those who need to concentrate on longitudes and latitudes
may enlarge the grid by increasing or decreasing each measurement in a given
proportion, marking the intersections and the points where the lines meet the edge of
the map and drawing the lines free-hand from point to point. Another way of making
a big enlargement is by a magic lantern. The small map to be copied is put in the lantern
and the sheet of paper upon which the new map is to be drawn is placed at whatever
distance gives the desired size; the image is traced directly upon the large sheet.
Having got the grid on the paper or cloth by whatever method, find the center of
the area of the new map (remember to measure always by degrees instead ofby inches
if you are changing the projection). The central longitude will be a central perpendicular line in the new map on any projection except the interrupted or two-hemisphere.
Number the new longitudes (the pole-to-pole lines) with the correct degrees, beginning with the central one and working east and west. Make sure that the latitudes on
the grid include the desired area measured north and south. The degrees of the latitudes
can not be shifted north and south from the model map as can the longitudes east and
west. That is, one can revolve the globe without changing the relative space areas
between given latitudes, but one cannot shift nearer to and further from the Equator
without affecting the convergence of the longitudes towards the poles. The matter of
drawing in the outlines within the grid is simple, even when the shapes are much
changed by changing the projection.
When one is attempting to express the data contained in the old map through a new
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symbol, the matter becomes more difficult. Particularly is this true in making tool relief
maps. The reason for wishing relief maps for children has already been discussed (pages
32-34). The maps from which we shall have to obtain our data concerning relief will
usually express elevation in color symbols. A moment's consideration will show why it
would be unsatisfactory to make a literal translation of such a map into actual relief.
Such a map states altitudes more accurately than any amateur map is likely to do. But
these elevations are expressed along contour lines through juxtaposed colors which
ordinarily indicate the heights 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10,000 feet, though in the
federal geodetic maps, the contour lines sometimes indicate a rise of every 10 feet. That
is, the picture is of huge plateaus with sheer walls ranging from 10 feet in height in the
large-scale geodetic maps to 5000 or even 10,000 feet in the higher altitudes in most
atlas maps of large areas-not at all accurate either for image building or for finding
mountain passes or other depressions which, since they lie within the height range
covered by the plateau, are not recorded. In some maps, a mountain of 9000 feet rising
from a plain might not be shown (Figure 23 ). Actual elevation is important for
mountain climbers, for air routes, for scientific purposes, etc. But it is usually of far less
significance for the human activities which children are studying than the roughness
or smoothness of an area. The 500-foot drop of the fall line, for instance, controlled or
conditioned the life of the early settlers on the Atlantic Coast more than 5000 feet
elevation in the Rockies, where the land above 8000 was not available for agriculture
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23- Cross section of United States at latitude 37° drawn from the conventional color symbol
elevation map.

in any case. The passes were of overwhelming importance to the pioneers who were
pushing west. The ordinary elevation map shows neither fall line nor passes. Ifour map
is to be a tool which will give the children the essential conditioning characteristics of
the country in which certain human activities have taken place, roughness and
smoothness is usually of more importance than accurate measurement of heights, and
images a more important contribution towards geographic thinking than figures. If
children are to think dramatically-and human activities past or present always
represent a kind ofdrama-a mountainous country should look mountainous. Himalayas
pictured as a dark red blot evoke no adequate images. One never loses one's breath
climbing liver-colored mountains. This conventional color symbol for mountains over
10,000 is an abstraction appropriately used only after firm images have been established
and can be evoked without sense suggestion. There is, therefore, need of tool relief maps
which will give roughness and smoothness and approximate elevations in symbols
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suggestive of the reality. For the most part, they must be made in the school. Children's
relief maps will usually be rough; but children should never be cheated of the fun and
the images and the thinking which come from their own experiments. Teachers can
make maps accurate enough to be used as tool maps. Relief maps are of two kinds: plastic
and graphic relief.
Plastic relief maps can be made of any plastic material. Let me repeat that a
modelled or three-dimensional map out of any medium does what no flat map can do
for both children and teachers. l have already spoken of the crude maps of young
children, which may range from modelled putty and paper mountains to chairs and
pillows covered by cloth or by piles of dirt. For older children and teachers, finer
modelling media are desirable. Before beginning an elaborate relief map, l should always
make a rough sketch out of sand, modelling sand or dirt, or whatever was available in
order to get the facts of the main land masses and depressions in the fingers and
counteract the abstract mountains of atlases and textbooks. (Map 7SB, page 97 .)
To make a plastic relief map, lay out the proper grid and draw in the locational
outlines as in any base map (see pages 42-43 ). Paint all water blue to preserve outlines.
Eventually, oil paint should be used to permit the overlays of water color paint. Rivers
and lakes will have to be repainted on their correct elevation, but the ocean can be put
in in permanent form. Assemble all the elevation maps you can of the area to be
mapped. You should get the habit of checking one map by another instead of merely
copying. Let us suppose, for example, the map is to be of the U.S.A. and is to be made
with Do-With-Cement; to be used for general physiographic relations-elevation in
relation to drainage and rivers, to soil, to rainfall, to vegetation; to be accurate enough
to reveal strategic places for early trails, for canals, for routes for railroads. First study the
various elevation maps made in color symbols.You will probably find that the plateaus
in the different maps are not along the same contour lines. By combining the maps,
therefore, you can get all the plateaus (contour lines) that appear in any of the maps.
Draw the outlines of all plateaus on your base map using different colored pencils for
clarity. Probably even this will not give you all the unevennesses you need in order to
find mountain passes or other routes. T he large-scale geodetic maps can hardly be used.
They give too much, just as the large area maps give too little. Reference to a graphic
relief map is necessary. In these maps, roughness and smoothness is pictured as though
actual relief were photographed, as in airplane views from impossible heights. Many
geographies now give graphic relief maps, though usually on a small scale- a continent
to a page. Such graphic relief wall maps and the Physiographic Charrs show finer
roughnesses, such as the ridges of hills through Nevada in the Great Plateau and in the
Appalachian Mountains. The graphic relief map is to be used to break up the artificial
flatness of the abstract plateaus between the particular contour lines on any elevation
map expressed in color symbols.
Besides the maps, you should assemble around you many photographs of t he
country to be mapped. On the conventional color-symbol map, the flat plains just east
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of the abrupt wall of the Rockies look exactly like the Allegheny Mountains, and both
again like the country near the Grand Canyon (Figure 23) ! This error must be rectified
in your map. As far as is possible in a small-scale map, your modelling should show the
character of each section-the plains high but flat, the Alleghenies flat-topped ridges,
the Arizona region butte-like steps. Choose a roomy spot where you can hang your maps
and photographs. Ifnecessary, invent temporary supports from which to hang the maps.
Try large-scale modellings characterizing different parts of the country.
The next step is to decide upon the vertical scale. In all cases, except very large and
very carefully made maps (found in museums rather than in schools), the vertical
dimensions are expressed in a larger scale than are the horizontal. In a small map, if the
two scales were kept the same, even the Himalayas would appear as insignificant
wrinkles. The United States of America is approximately 3,000 miles across. Let us
suppose the map is to be 6 feet wide-500miles will be represented by 1 foot on the map.
Mt. Whitney is not quite 15,000 feet high, considerably less than 3 miles. In the same
scale as the horizontal, Mt. Whitney would be less than one fourteenth of an inch.
Probably it should be made two and a half to three inches high in order to bring out
important depressions and elevations, such as fall line and Hudson-Mohawk Valley.
Here, again, we are obliged to choose which inaccuracy is the least important far our
use-vertical distortion or artificial smoothness.
Having decided upon your vertical scale, drive in nails in a number of the highest
points just lower than 3 inches, so that the material will cover them. In the same way,
pick out points in each elevation level (plateau) and drive in nails just lower than the
correct height reckoned by the vertical scale. If the foundation is smooth like a surface
board, it may be necessary to stretch muslin or cheesecloth over it to hold the plastic
material.
Now we are ready to begin modelling. Mix your material according to directions.
Begin with the lowest level and cover it like a plateau as in your model color-symbol
map, excepting that every place should be checked by photographs. Even on a small
scale, try to make Florida look swampy and the Maine coast rocky. The Atlantic
coastland, which appears on the color-symbol map as an even plateau, should slope
slightly toward the sea to permit drainage, etc. Rivers can be left temporarily at sea level
so as to remain visible and river valleys filled to the appropriate slope later and the rivers
repainted on the slope of the river bed. When you put in the height of the second and
all the higher contour lines, you must again check by your photographs. The smooth
artificial plateaus must be changed to show the minor roughnesses. Perhaps the
transition between two of the levels is really an abrupt wall like the fall line or the
Rockies at the edge of the plains. Perhaps it is a gradual slope like the Great Plains or
Atlantic lowland. Your color-symbol map will not tell you which it is. The graphic relief
map will tell you coarse modelling; the photographs will tell you local characteristics.
Study airplane maps of mountains to get the lines characteristic of erosion and model
stylized versions. You must assess all your data and make the relief as true as you can
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considering your source materials and medium and scale. Your map will always be a
compromise. Make such compromises as will best bring out the facts you wish the map
to show, and best present situations which are important for your later relationship
study.
Ofcourse the facts on any demonstration map can be studied with the relevant facts
on any other demonstration map. But unless there is some mechanical device, the two
sets of facts have to be held in mind and intellectually superimposed, a difficult process
for grown-ups and beyond the powers of immature children. To make the superimposition tangible and not merely intellectual, and at the same time not use up the map (to
make a demonstration into a tool map), some finish must be given the map which will
permit the chalking or painting or marking in some way of one set of facts directly on
top of the set of facts in relation to which they are to be studied. A high-gloss paint or
better, a water-proof varnish renewed from time to time, will permit either chalking or
water color painting which can afterwards be washed off. In plastic relief, the water
color should not be allowed to stay on the surface too long as it is difficult to wash it out
of the valleys.

Making Graphic Relief Maps
Graphic relief maps have certain advantages over plastic relief, though the symbol is
further removed from the reality. They can be rolled and so rake up less space; they are
lighter and can therefore be made larger, a consideration so important in maps for
children that it is often best to give them graphic relief as tool maps while letting them
experiment with crude small-scale models in putty or clay, etc., representing mountains, lakes, canals, ere. The chief danger in giving graphic relief too young is in
substituting professional or teacher-made symbols for the children's own. The children
should, therefore, always experiment with drawing symbols as well as with modelled
symbols. These first symbols are neither more nor less than the symbols they use in their
representative drawings at this age. Their early maps are pictures plus orientation. Iffree
drawing accompanies all their geographic experiences, I am not afraid that graphic
relief maps will cut off their ability to create symbols for themselves--not nearly as
afraid as I am that abstract symbols will cut off their ability to think of the distant in
images. I have seen many children and some teachers try to translate a color-symbol
relief map into plastic relief and insist that violent symbolic colors must be painted on
top of the actual elevation! This shows, of course, an entire misunderstanding of the
color symbol and is like painting the name "red" or "blue" on top of the colors. All maps
must be expressed through some symbol. For geographic thinking, I believe image
symbols should precede abstract symbols.
Each teacher and each child should have the fun of experimenting with symbols to
represent mountains, water, shore lines, plains, etc. There is no absolute, no "correct"
symbol for anything. A symbol is a personal expression. But teachers who are making
maps for children should remember that in graphic relief the symbol is meant to suggest
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the reality in a concrete visual sense and not use symbols which require much
interpretation. The techniques of the rather conventionalized symbols which I am
going to explain are simple, and are commonly used in "block diagrams," a name for
accurate graphic relief portrayals erected scientifically upon base maps and too difficult
for amateurs. No one should, however, feel limited to the particular symbols described
here. They are intended for those who do not draw readily or as introductory exercises.
In the first place, a graphic relief must be distinguished from a perspective map in
which things are drawn in perspective and the map, like a photograph, reproduces the
retinal image. In perspective maps, the world falls away to a definite horizon-nearer
or farther as the imaginary eye is nearer to or farther from the earth's surface. Airplane
views are, of course, true perspective maps-a view from one particular spot in one
particular direction. Such a map can be drawn according to the laws of perspective to
cover any portion of the earth (or the whole sphere) and are extremely useful in image
building (Photograph 66, page 85). Butnothingdrawn in perspective can be used in any
fine relation ship study ofsurface phenomena, for obviously the nearer land is not in the
same scale as the farther land- a distortion which is inherent in perspective. In graphic
relief, all parts of the earth's surface must be on the same scale; it must, in other words,
be erected on a base map. This base map is drawn to a projection by means of a grid and
the outlines of land, ocean, and rivers entered as in any other map. At the same time,
the relief features-mountains, valleys, coasts, plains, etc.- are pictured in perspective. But the eye, instead of remaining at one point as in a true perspective map, looks
at all points from the same angle. In the same way, the sun, in a true perspective map,
is located at a particular spot and casts shadows from that one radiating point as it does,
of course, in reality. In a graphic relief map, however, the sun shines upon all parts of
the earth's surface from the same angle and all the shadows fall in the same direction.
The two sketches, in Figures 24 and 25, bring out these fundamental differences
between perspective and graphic relief maps.
Photographs of various land forms and a plastic relief map lighted on one side are
useful images to have around. Practice in drawing mountains and shores, etc., from life
is useful. But the small scale of most maps makes it necessary to work out conventionalized symbols which still suggest the real world-symbols which suggest perspective
while keeping the true outlines of a base map. In all these exercises the eye is kept in
the same relative position to all spots on the map and all objects are looked at from the
same angle.
The following exercises are suggested. Make an arbitrarily meandering river (Figure
26). Hold the sheet of paper horizontally slightly below the level of your eye and observe
that the curves tend to flatten, as in Figure 27. A moment's experimenting with the
foreshortening of a finger seen head-on as compared with its length seen horizontally
is convincing. One cannot change the curves of a river on a base map; the shape of the
Mississippi is unalterable. But one can thicken the curves to give the perspective
illusion, as in Figure 28. On a larger scale, one can show more width of the river when
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24- Perspective with horizon.

25-Graphic relief. No horizon.
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it is flowing straight towards one than when its course is horizontal and the width is seen
in perspective. Now imagine banks of uniform height rising on e ither side of the river.
Where shall we see the cliff? W e shall see the cliffs that are facing us, as in Figure 29.
At the point where the cliff makes a tangent with the curve of the river, the cliff will
appear in profile as an upright line. If th e banks are not perpendicular they will appear
as in Figure 30.
Level places-water or plains-are seen parallel to the horizon. Straight, horizontal lines, therefore, suggest flatness. Such lines may be added to rivers or surrounding
country.
This same exercise can be varied by making an arbitrary outline of an island.
Suppose the island to be raised from the water by a uniform perpendicular cliff. The
places where th is cliff will be seen, with the eye kept in the same relative position, is
the same as in the river banks (Figure 29). If the back of the island does not seem to stand
out from the water, an arbitrary bend may be put in in order to show the cliff, as in Figures
3 1 and 32. This liberty cannot, of course, be taken in theoutlinesofland on a base map.
England can, however, be made to look h igher than the surrounding water by this
simple cliff device (Figure 33). O r what looks like a reflection on the water may be
substituted or added to the cliff. If this reflection is painted in purple or a blue deeper
than the water, the effect is startlingly realistic. Yan Loon uses this trick to gain the
sense of elevation in his enchanting rough-map sketches, as do many others. It is
capable of much elaboration and many variations from Chinese portrayals of islands to
Western buttes and canyon rims (Figures 34, 35.)
Now for shadows. Decide where the sun is to be, making it either due east or due
west. (This makes the problem simpler but is not really necessary.) Draw a simple
mountain (Figure 36). Where will the shadow from the sun fall? Wherever such a
mountain appears on your map, the shadow will fall in exactly the same way, which is
contrary to fact but a map convention, inasmuch as the sun is in the same relative
position to every spot on the map. The simple pyramid is not satisfactory as a mountain
barrier. There appear to be abundant passes through these Indian tents! Besides, it is
difficult to suggest different heights with any degree ofaccuracy. An easily made symbol
of a mountain range is a combination of the cliff and shadow techniques. O ne long ridge
does not give the mountain illusion (Figure 37). The crest can, however, be broken to
show the slope on the other side and at once the range stands out from its background
in simple perspective (Figure38) . Mountain ranges may run in any direction. It is always
possible, however, to work this simple trick to produce the illusion of perspective. A
little practice will give it to any one.
It is, of course, desirable to have map mountains suggest the particular characteristics of each range, not stand merely for height. This general method of suggesting
elevation is capable of many variations which are not difficult to acquire if one draws
with photographs of special mountains in front of one. Just as in the plastic relief, one
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3 1-lsland shape raised by a uniform
height cliff.Trick on far side to get
sense of perspective.

32-Same island broken into relief.
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should attempt to make the mountains have the characteristic eroded forms. Figures39,
40, and 41 indicate simple ways of suggesting Alps (new mountains), Alleghenies
(uplifted peneplane), and Western buttes (eroded flat plains with softer substrata) .
Mountain and river techniques can be combined in numerous ways (Figures 3 2 and 4 2).
Some graphic relief maps combine the two types of symbols-image and abstract
color. But instead of hard lines making abrupt transitions at certain contour lines, a
gradual gradation of single color is used. This can be done without spoiling the image
and is, of course, a more accurate description of the slopes found on the earth's surface
than the artificial plateaus discussed on pages 48-50. One cannot, however, measure the
height ata given point as easily ason the old color-symbol map. Sometimes color is used
to suggest vegetation-brown for deserts, green for fertile plains, etc. Ordinarily, I find
it better to confine the tool map to simple relief and co let the children consult a
demonstration map and put in vegetation in color if it is needed for their study. I do
usually paint all heights over 10,000 feet white as that suggests snow and so helps the
image, while it also gives one definite measurement. Often, I put in the floe and drift
ice in white [sections of ice sheet that have detached themselves and are adrift in the
ocean], though chis fact, too, can be given the children in a demonstration map and
transferred by them to the tool map. Again, all depends upon what series of facts, what
relationships you wish to study through your map. Your map should be made your tool
for your purposes.
In discussing the techniques of making relief tool maps, I have had teachers
primarily in mind, for I think of these maps primarily as laboratory tools supplied to
children for their geographic investigations. Older children, however, can perfeccly
well make such maps for themselves when such are not available. They can even make
maps which can become a part of the school equipment. Let me repeat that I mean by
a tool map, any map which will permit the study ofone set of facts in relation to another,
which in practical terms usually means superimposing one set of facts upon another.
This can be done in any practical medium. I h ave made use of transparencies myself.
I have tried celluloid, cellophane, architect's and onion paper, and argentine cloth but
have yet to find any easy, accurate medium. H owever, interesting studies can be made
even in unsatisfactory media. Stuffed pincushion relief maps, cork relief maps made out
of bath mats and carved with linoleum tools, cloth, paper varnished over the paint, huge
umbrellas for hemispheres painted in oils-I have tried them all. I find the most
satisfactory because the toughest is oilcloth painted in rapid-drying oils. T ough
wrapping paper painted in oils and varnished afterwards is far more easily painted than
oilcloth, but not so strong. Such maps can be used on t he floor if children do not walk
on them with their heels. If the oilcloth is carefully rolled on a large roller and never
folded, it will lase for years of hard wear. Some of mine are twelve years old and have
been covered with paint or chalk innumerable times.
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Teachers, Make Maps!

M

Y plea is not to make t his map or that map. My plea is think of geography as a
laboratory pursuit and to urge all teachers to hunt with their children for source

material, either in the immediate world around them or wherever scientific geographic
data can be found, and to invent tools for the study of the relationships inherent in these
data. The problem is not unlike that of any other laboratory study, except th at tools
suitable for children are scarcer in geography than in most other fields. On the other
hand, fields for investigation lie around them everywhere. The early play of children
indicates the beginnings of human geography; their adolescent interest in social
problems and theories is a maturer expression of t his same interest. Human work! It lies
around them, in and out of their homes; they share it dramatically, practically, as
investigators, as participators. It is a deep and abiding interest- perhaps it has no rival
interest as strong. My plea is to make th is great interest count in genuine educational
terms and to consider geography in its many aspects as a serious laboratory study
demanding source materials and tools, to let our young geographers investigate and map
t he world they live in. The making of tool maps is but a part of a geographic program.
But for the present, within the school, it seems to be a necessary part, both for teachers
and children. So let me close with the final plea: "Make maps!"- the kinds described
here, which are the result of my experiments up to date, or better still, new tool maps
which will be the results of your own experiments!
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ILLUSTRATIONS

Then and Now

Please note:

All illustrations in this book are numbered sequentially: Figures 1-42 and
Photographs 43-78.
The photographs, which appear in this section, fall into three groups:
• those that appeared in the first edition of Young Geographers-each of
these is identified by a number (e.g., 43 );
• contemporary photographs that are "now" versions of the original photographs-each of these is identified by the number of the original it relates to, with
the letter "A" added (e.g., 43A);
• a group of contemporary photographs that do not relate to the originals,
but that serve to illustrate various points in the text- these are identified by a
number, with the letter "B" added.

43-Fivc-Ycar-Olds exploring their neighborhood.

44-Six-Ycar-Olds talk to the captain of a tug.
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43A-Five- and Six-Year-Olds on a trip to a local farmer's market.

45-A round-house built by a Five-Year-Old after t rip to a railroad yard.
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46- Five-Ycar-Olds playing out impressions received in trips to neighborhood and water-front.
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45A-A Six- Year-Old arranges paper dresses on hangers in a store she built out of blocks after
a neighborhood trip.

46A-Following a trip to a wholesa le produce market, Six- and Seven-Year-Olds
re-create the experience with blocks. They use plasticene to make the
produce they sell in their market.
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47---Six-Year-Olds playing river and city work activities after trips to the Manhattan water-front.
Blue oilcloth represents the river. The floor scheme is a spontaneous crude map with rough
orientation. It is a "tool map"-used for play.

47A-Six- and Seven-Year-Olds span a painted blue river with bridges
made of blocks after a trip co the Brooklyn Bridge.
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48-(Six Year Old Map).
East River with three bridges
and boats; the Hudson with
one bridge and boat. Bridges
do not span water.
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49-(Six-Year-Old Map).
Bridge (on Power side) goes
over water but does not touch
land. Island in center docs not
touch water.

50- (Six-Year-Old Map).
Relations of land to water
and of bridge to both have
been c larified.
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51-Human geography interpreted through the play of Seven-Year-Olds. In the city.
The children made the products at the bench, e lectrified lighthouses, etc.
The outline is a tool map.

52-ln the country. Water is being piped to the village from the hill behind.
In front is a stream up and down which play the toy boats.
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5 2A-A modern "young geographer" designing a road amidst the buildings of a wooden block city.

53--Seven-Year-Olds playing harbor and land activities on an oucline map painted
by teacher on floor. Obviously a tool map.
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53A-After a geographic study of New York C ity, a class of Seven- and Eight-Year-Olds
made a sawdust and wheat-paste map of Manhattan and parts of the boroughs.
T he children also constructed some of the suspension bridges that connect
Manhattan to the other boroughs and to New Jersey.
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54-Communicy relationsh ips coming out in the play of Seven-Year-Olds. Building
made of inexpensive boxes, etc.
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54A-A class of Six- and Seven-Year-Olds playing in a city they have built. Children design the ir
buildings in wooden crates.

55- Eighc- and Nine-Year-Olds working on a map of the United States made of
Do-With-Cement. This may become a cool map after it is finished.
The reference map hangs on wall.

56-Nine-Year-Olds working on a model of the Ice Age. The white splotch is a
cave man at the entrance of his cave which he is decorating.
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56A-Ten-Year-Olds designed terraces to increase the amount of land suitable for farming on this
papier mache model. This project was part of the class's study of the Incas.

57-Nine-Year-Olds in an original play, "The Covered Wagon," in which
geography played a le~ding role.

58-Nine-Year-Olds who developed a Travel Bureau in connection with the ir
program and actually functioned as such for friends and school staff.
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59-A Ten-Year-Old's plasticene map of Greece. Miniature gods sic on Olympus
and ocher strategic places.

60-Outdoor map of the United States (60' x 80') with 5 foot high Rockies made by
Ten-Year-Olds. An electrified train lacer crossed the continent. Natural reso urces
such as iron, copper , coal and oil were buried in the correct locations. The map
was used as a cool map for both play and information.
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60A-Many classes helped with che layout and painting of chis outdoor map of the United Scates
on the school playground.
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61-Ten- and Eleven-Year-Olds working on a big hemisphere. Over segments of light 3-ply
wood, chicken-wire was stretched and over that painted papier-mache. The re lief
was buil t up with Do-With-Cement reinforced by small tacks.
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62-Eleven-Ycar-Olds watching Foucault's experiment to see evidence of the earth's
rotatio n. A sharp point at the bottom of the vibrating pendulum (a 25-pound sphere
of concrete hun g from the ceiling) , traced a line in flour spread on paper o n floor.
After ten minutes they could sec that a new line crossing the first at a
percept ible angle was being traced.
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61A---Seven- and Eight-Year-Olds painting landmasses on the globe they have constructed.
The globe was made of papier mache applied to a large balloon.

63-Decorativc map made by a Twelve-Year-Old.

64- Decorarive map made by a Twelve-Year-Old group, in their study of cotton.
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63A-Ten- and Eleven-Year-Olds added symbols and information about
various migrating species to this North and South America base map
as part of a life science study.
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65--Graphic relief map of Eurasia painted by a Twelve-Year-Old group. le was varnished so chat
it could be chalked upon without injury. Boch a demonstration and a cool map.

66-Plastic re lief map of New York State. When varnished, it can be chalked upon
without injury. Both a demonstration and a too l map.

67-0utline map painted in o ils and varn ished. 130th a de monstration and
a tool map (author) .
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67A-This commercially produced map of Manhattan becomes a tool map when
students use string to connect pictures and symbols.
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68-Pilot map translated into color symbols. Land elevations suggested.
Demonstration map (author).
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69-Pilot map translated into relief. Land elevations not represented.
If varnished, might be used as tool map.
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68A-Four versions of M anhattan Island and its environs made by smearing colored
plasticene on cardboard panels. Dark rectangles in islands' center
represent Central Park.
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70-Decail from graphic relief map of North America. Painced in oils on cloth and varnished.
Boch a demonstration and a cool map (author).
(X)
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7/13--ASeven-Year-Old painting in the classroom after a field trip to a
neighborhood over which ran elevated train t racks.
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72B-Class mural painted after a field crip co a well-known marker in Spanish Harlem. The mural
was painted in tempera paint on butcher paper.
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73B-Ten- and Eleven-Year-Olds painting their model of the colonial settlement a t Jamestown, Virginia.
Wood, pap ier mache, cardboard, glue, and paint were the primary materials.

74B- Table model of colonial Jamescown completed. Source material, pictorial and print, informed the
Ten- and Ele ven-Year-Olds who built this table model over several months.
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76B- Four- and Five-Year-Olds' neighborhood collage. Teacher laid out the horizontal lines of the road.
Children drew buildings and pasted chem on. Notice the park bench, lower left.
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77B- T woof a series of maps by Eleven-Yea·r -Olds studying African history. Data gathered from source materials are
presented on base maps of a standard size to encourage students to see relationships amon g the
data. In this case, students can see the relationship between empires and trade routes.
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788--A rough relief map made of sand shows the dra inage pattern of the land.
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APPENDIX A

Charlotte Winsor's Foreword
to 1963 Edition

Y

oung Geographers, first published in 1934, offers teachers the means of engaging
children's intellectual capacities and their eagerness to learn about the world in
which they live. Dr. Mitchell's hypothesis is that geography is a body of knowledge
which can be made available to young children when approached through experience
in their own lives.
The book has been out of print for many years. A large reprint edition published
in California by the Division of Elementary Education was rapidly exhausted. In recent
years, innumerable requests for this book have come to Bank Street College. Universities have microfilmed it for their libraries and for student use. All this would seem to
indicate a resurgence of interest in geography and an increasing awareness of its role in
the curriculum of elementary education. World geography has, in this era of space
exploration and dramatically shrinking distances, become here-and-now subject matter even for the young child. As he watches a lift-off and follows the course of an
astronaut's orbit, he has a vivid impression of a global world which was a sophisticated
concept for adults not long ago. Furthermore, the human aspect of world geography
which brought the United Nations into existence and replaced former colonies with
new nations has turned attention to human geography as appropriate curriculum
material.
Dr. Mitchell's approach to geography anticipates the modern emphasis on human
ecology which stresses man as a part of the total biological community. She has said,
"If I were at the beginning instead of at the end of my career, I would enlarge my study
of human geography to include human ecology." The entire earth is man's environment. It becomes necessary for children and their teachers to understand and appreciate
the basic relationship between man and the earth and between distinct cultures and
their environments. This kind ofunderstanding of the physical environment inevitably
leads to exploration and awareness of the social forces of t he community in its many
forms. On these premises, Dr. Mitchell developed a practical, detailed account of the
ways in which teachers of young children can enlarge and enrich the child's understanding of his world and his place in it.
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What were Dr. Mitchell's basic educational concepts in the 1920's and 1930's?
Keeping in mind a child's need for experience, expression, and affective satisfaction,
Dr. Mitchell offered some insights as to the intellectual capabilities of the young child
in terms of relationship thinking, generalizing from experience, and the re-creation of
concrete experience through symbolic, dramatic play.
Such concepts have recently come to be recognized by a number of eminent
psychologists whose particular interest is the field oflearning. As Jerome S. Bruner said
at a Bank Street College conference:
The child must be encouraged to get the full benefit from what he learns.
This is not to say that he should be required to put it to immediate use in his
daily life, though so much the better if he has the happy opportunity to do so.
Rather, it is a way of honoring the connectedness of knowledge. Two facts and
a relation joining them are and should be an invitation to generalize, to extrapolate, to make a tentative intuitive leap, indeed, even to build a tentative
theory. The leap from mere learning to using what one has learned in thinking
is an essential step in the use of mind. Indeed, plausible guessing, the use of the
heuristic hunch, the best employment of necessarily insufficient evidencethese are activities in which the child needs practice and guidance. They are
among the great antidotes to passivity.
At the time when Young Geographers was first published, geography was, for most
teachers, a disconnected, static body of facts. To memorize the names of the forty-eight
states and their populations and capitals ("pops and caps," to some children) was
considered a worthy achievement. With the growth of child-development knowledge
in the 1930 's and 1940's, there came dissatisfaction with the concentration in
elementary education on factual, rather than relational, learning. It was perhaps to be
expected that th e pendulum would swing too far. In the attempt to understand and
encourage child growth, curriculum, particularly in the social studies, often became so
subjective that intellectual content-which, in fact, can only be developed through
factual knowledge- was practically ignored.
Dr. Mitchell was one of the few educators able to accept a holistic approach to
education which combined a dynamic theory of child development with keen awareness of children's strong intellectual drives. Recently, attention has been paid to the
role of competence as a necessary aspect of rounded, healthy growth at any age. Current
concerns for curriculum revision reflect these advanced concepts of learning and
development.
In another book, Two Lives (New York: Simon &Schuster, 1953), Dr. Mitchell has
described how her interest in her own new way of teaching geography developed. She
took a class on a trip to Boston harbor. She writes:
In class, after a harbor trip, I asked the children why the dredgers were
scooping up sand in the harbor channel. "Probably to make cement," said one
child. Further discussion showed that none of the children had any idea that a
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channel was an underwater valley. They thought the bottom of the harbor was
flat. I asked two children to draw an island on the board.
It was during this period, too, that I took a year off from teaching to work
at the American Geographic Society. H ere I made a survey of a large part of
Long Island City. For months I walked, street by street, across meadows, around
the dumping grounds under the Queensboro Bridge, along the shore of the East
River, a box of colored pencils hanging around my neck and maps in my hands.
On photostats of real estate maps, I entered types of buildings in different
colors-industrial buildings, stores, public utilities, public services, residencesindividual houses, two-family houses and apartment houses with stores under
them. Over these maps I superimposed transparent maps of population compiled from registration reports, maps of earlier settlements, road maps, maps of
natural geographic features-swamps, hills, beaches, etc. I learned much about
the influence of these "earth forces" upon people's way of life and about how
settlements of people grow and change as cultural needs change. At the end of
my report I even made a prophecy about the future growth of the area-where
more industries would appear, where new residential areas would grow up and
old residential areas would begin to change into business areas. I checked up on
my prophecies some fifteen years later and found that I had been correct in most
cases!
I came to the conclusion that I must invent more maps on which children
could work out basic geographic relations, especially relationships between
people and the earth. I defined human geography to myself as what the earth
does to people and what people do to the earth. I used the expression "earth
forces" to mean all the things that people found on earth and did not makeclimate, soil, land form, rivers, winds, water, metals, coal, plants and animalsall conditioning factors in people's lives. The ordinary maps showed relations
of land and water, rivers and some man-made phenomena like cities and
political boundaries, all of which were important as locational geography but
gave little hint of relationships between people's way of living and the earth.
It is clear, from the preceding statement, that it would be a mistake to conceive of

Young Geographers as a book which returns to a merely factual approach to geography.
It offers instead contents and methods by which teachers can develop children's
knowledge of their world based on the relationships among faces of their physical
environmentand between this environment and themselves. Further, it helps teachers
to move with children toward discovery, a process which produces in the individual a
sense of personal investment and a self-image of competence.
Part I of Young Geographers offers many ideas about the ways in which children can
be meaningfully rooted in their world through understanding the earth and their
relationships to it. In fact, geography often appears in a new light to students and
teachers after reading such a presentation of the facts of geography.
Teachers get another kind of help from Part II. It is particularly useful for those who
are somewhat apprehensive about the study, use, and making of maps.
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This little book is an excellent practical guide for teachers of children from nursery
through elementary school
Techniques of teaching and concepts to be learned are presented together. The
author describes the development of the child's concept of his relationship to his
environment. She captures the delight with which young children unravel the
complex ities of the outside world and begin to understand its influence on the lives of
people.
Dr. Mitchell provides the teacher with a wealth of facts as well as with original,
usable techniques and interesting activities forthe classroom. The use of maps as tools,
ways of representing topography, demonstrations of map projections, methods of
drawing mountains that look like mountains, application of trips to the classroom
program-the practical suggestions are many and help the teacher to respond to the
author's plea: "Make maps!"
Teachers outside New York City may wonder whether the curriculum suggestions
found in YoungGeographers, which is based largely on the author's teaching experiences
in New York, will be relevant for them. Asked this question many years after the book's
first appearance, Dr. Mitchell said:
I have lived in C hicago, Boston and Los Angeles and in suburban and
country environments both in the East and the West. I am reasonably sure that
the various stages of geographic thinking follow one another in nearly the same
order everywhere, though the speed may depend on the amount and kind of
learning opportunities which have been available to the children. If teachers
themselves explore any of these environments, I am confident they can plan
suitable exploratory trips and curriculum experiences and activit ies. Why, for
instance, did Los Angeles which (when I lived there) had no seacoast and only
a river that became a dry bed in the rainless season, expand in the ways it has?
And what effect did the discovery of oil in La Brea Park by Doheney (which
happened when I lived there) have on the location of the swankier residential
areas in the city and, later, on the artificial harbor that was built? What earth
forces made San Francisco, Chicago, Boston, New Orleans become cities? And
what work did these cities have to do to meet the basic needs of the people who
live there?
Answers to these and many other questions can be discovered by teacher-explorers
and used in planning the social studies curriculum. The child's social world which Dr.
Mitchell explored has obviously changed. Groups of children no longer take trips to
stables or make friends with the grocery horse. They are more likely to visit a nearby
airport to watch a jet take off. One might point out many other examples of change. The
important point is that the method of learning how to observe and what questions to
ask and relating these discoveries to other bodies of information remains. It can be
applied to any environment and to any time.
Nor should public school teachers be deceived as to the general utility of this book
because the author's pupils were mainly from educated families . The principles which
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underlie this work are as applicable to teaching a class of children from less fortunate
backgrounds in the 1960's as they were in an experimental school in the 1930's.
Adaption of technique is, of course, necessary. But helping children to discover the
wonder of the world about them-to grasp ideas, to perceive relationships, to take the
long leap into new ideas and more complex relationships-is the learning-curriculum
approach which is the school's great (and too often unused) power in fostering the
mentally healthy, socially productive development of all children.
A dozen years after the publication of Young Geographers, Dr. Mitchell presided as
chairman of the Bank Street Public School workshops She was teaching a demonstration geography lesson to a sixth grade in a city school in a low-income, crowded
neighborhood. The regular classroom teacher later reported that, after Dr. Mitchell had
left, one boy had exclaimed: "Gee, that lady must be a genius!" The teacher, amused,
asked why. "Because," the boy replied, "she makes us know more than we thought we
knew."
Dr. Mitchell's students of all ages have indeed found this capacity to be her genius.
For those who have not had the opportunity to be stimulated, enlightened, and
informed by her teaching, this book offers a vicarious experience of learning from a
teacher of great knowledge, resourcefulness, and creativity.
Charlotte B. Winsor

Director, Teacher Education Division
Bank Street College of Education
August 1963
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APPENDIXB

Glossary

M

rs. Mitchell's vocabulary comes from the fields of cartography, geography, and
education. As interested as Mrs. Mitchell was in discovering relationships, she
was also convinced of the importance of making distinctions. Often she explains an idea
or term by distinguishing it from its opposite. Accordingly, many of the terms in this
glossary are paired so that the meaning of each will be made clearer. We have also
included page numbers of places within the text where terms are introduced and/or
discussed.
Adaptable materials/dictated materials: Adaptable materials (also called free, or
unstructured, materials) have multiple uses, whereas dictated (structured) materials have only one use. Popsicle sticks or clay are adaptable materials, while a model
with instructions for its assembly is a dictated material. (Page 16)
Bench-made objects: Bench-made objects are wooden figures representing people,
cars, boats, etc., made by students on a wood-working bench and used to augment
play in the block area. Store-bought versions of these bench-made objects are
sometimes known as "do withs." (Page 30) (See also, Selected Materials and
Resources).
Demonstration map/tool map: A demonstration map is used to convey information or
ideas. A tool map is a base map upon which students draw, paint, build, etc. (Pages
17, 25, 26)
Dictated materials (see Adaptable materials/dictated materials) .
Direct imagery/vicarious imagery: Direct imagery refers to sense impressions, sight,
sound, etc., gained firsthand on trips. Vicarious imagery also refers to impressions,
although these are gained secondhand from source material, such as pictures, films,
and books. ( Page 28)
Distortion: Distortion may be thought of as the degree to which a flat map changes the
real shapes or sizes of land masses and bodies of water. Since globes have no
distortion, the shapes and sizes ofland and water bodies on a globe are the standard
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by which distortion is measured. (Page 39)
Floor play: Floor play is dramatic play with a spatial dimension. Floor play occurs,
typically, in the block area, with bench-made objects or commercially made block
accessories, amid the children's block constructions: buildings, streets, farms,
rivers, bridges, etc. (Pages 17, 30)
Free materials (see Adaptable materials/dictated materials).
Graphic relief/plastic relief: Graphic relief maps are flat and use various symbol
systems to portray elevation. Plastic relief maps are three-dimensional; they use a
raised surface to portray elevation. (Pages 45, 47)
Human geography/physical geography: Human geography refers to the study of
geography, which includes within the boundaries of its discipline human beings
and their relationship to their environment. Physical geography refers to the study
of natural elements of the earth's environment: the study of the land, the oceans,
climate, etc. (Page 4)
Intake/outgo: Intake and outgo, according to Mrs. Mitchell, are necessary and
complementary aspects of the learning process. Intake occurs when children see,
hear, read, or in some other way are exposed to new information. Outgo occurs
when children recreate their intake through some means of expression like
dramatic play, painting, or writing. (Pages 13, 16)
Laboratory method/training method: The laboratory method is a means of teaching
wherein the child actively discovers relationships among data. It depends on
opportunities for taking in new information (intake) and opportunities for expression (outgo) through open-ended activities and adaptable materials. The training
method is a means of teaching where the child is expected to absorb both
information and relationships. The training method depends on drill and memory
to reinforce learning. (Pages 4-5)
Outgo (see Intake/outgo).
Perspective map: A perspective map is a form of a graphic relief map; i.e., it is a flat map
that shows elevation with symbols. A perspective map differs from other graphic
relief maps in that it is drawn from a particular point of view. Perspective maps have
a vanishing point (or multiple vanishing points) and, therefore, a foreground and
a background. On a perspective map, things further away appear smaller, whereas
on other graphic relief maps, all things are of equal scale. (Page 48)
Physical geography (see Human geography/physical geography).
Physiographic: Physiography is thestudyof physical geography. Physiographic features
on a map are natural features like rivers and mountains, as opposed to political
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features like cities and countries. (Pages 21, 26)
Plastic relief (see Graphic relief/plastic relief).
Play scheme map/symbolic outline map: A play scheme map refers to a rough outline,
drawn by the teacher on the floor, that provides orientation for construction and
play, as a shore line or road provides a structure for children involved in building
a city in the block area. A symbolic outline map is more abstract. It is a simple
outline, typically, of coastline, roads, or bridges. Children, according to Mrs.
Mitchell, would use a play scheme map before being introduced to a more
conventional symbolic outline map. (Page 30)
Progressive/traditional: These two adjectives characterize the contrasting aims,
assumptions, and teaching practices of two different types of school. Progressive
schools would be more apt co use the laboratory method, traditional schools the
training method. (Page 5)
Projection: A projection is a way to show the spherical surface of the earth on a flat
map. There are many standard projections upon which flat maps are built, but each
contains some degree of distortion. (Pages 34-35)
Relationship thinking: Relationship thinking occurs when children actively make
connections among pieces of data. Mrs. Mitchell distinguishes relationship thinking from rote learning, which she believes involves the memorizing of information.
(Page 7)
Symbolic outline map (see Play scheme map/symbolic outline map).
Tool map (see Demonstration map/cool map).
Traditional (see Progressive/traditional).
Training method (see Laboratory method/training method).
Vicarious imagery (see Direct imagery/vicarious imagery).
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APPENDIXC

Selected Materials
and Resources

M

rs. Mitchell was very much a scientist, and her penchant for experimentation
extended to cartographic materials. She used everything from domestic to
industrial materials for her maps. Many materials, like cork bathmats or argentine
paper, are no longer commonly available. Other materials, not available at the time,
like suitable transparent overlay material, are common today. The following is a list of
materials that would enable the teacher to embark on a variety of map-making projects
with her or his classes. Addresses for the supply catalogues referred to in this list follow.
Also included are some venerable Bank Street recipes for plastic relief maps and some
sources of specialized maps and equipment.

I. Materials
Brown paper: Strong, large format; comes in rolls; accepts all media, including tempera
paint. Available c/o J. L. Hammett, 800-526-4518.
"Do-withs": Wooden blocks designed by Caroline Pratt, founder of the City &
Country School, where Lucy Sprague Mitchell taught for many years. These blocks,
which represent people, animals, vehicles, and furniture, are a standard material in
early childhood classrooms. Available c/o Community Play Things, Clifton, NJ;
Childcraft, 201-572-6100.
Building blocks: Wooden, in a variety of standard shapes and sizes. Available c/o
Childcraft.
Write-on maps: Wall-sized or desk-sized maps with special washable markers that allow
you to write directly on the map and then erase. (Cram, Rand McNally, and
Nystrom.)
Write-on glob,-s: Blank globes. Markable. Available c/o Hubbard Scientific C ompany.
Oil cloth: Durable, water resistant. Available in housewares departments of hardware
stores and in Woolworth's.
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Plasticene: A soft, oil-based clay in terracotta that looks very realistic fashioned into
plastic relief. Waterproof. Clayola is a popular brand because of its softness. It is
available in the Hammett catalogue. Other brands are also available in hobby shops
and art supply stores.
Plastic relief maps: Large wall maps; molded plastic; countries, continents, world .
Available c/o any geographic catalogue. (Cram, Rand McNally, Nystrom, etc.)
"Form a Globe": Flat cut-out that can be folded to form a paper sphere with a world
map printed on it. Available c/o Nystrom catalogue.
Student Geographic Atlas: Paperback. Fully indexed with page and alphanumerical
coordinates for easy location of places. Rand McNally carries the best one.

Desk outline maps: Base maps that include outlines and perhaps some physical features
can serve as excellent tool maps. World, country, region. Available c/o any
geographic catalogue.
Topographic maps: Detailed topographic maps for every area in the U.S. Available in
sections called quadrangles from U.S. Geological Survey (800-USA-MAPS) or in
map stores or camping stores.
Transparencies: Clear plastic sheets in standard 9" x 12" size for use in making overlay
maps. Use with "dry wipe" markers. Available in stationery stores.
Sheet rock cement: No longer available. For alternatives, see recipes for plastic relief.

II. Recipes for Plastic Relief
Sawdust Mix #1
1 cup sawdust
1/4 cup wallpaper (wheat) paste
Mix together. Add water until it can be modeled.
Sawdust Mix #2
1 cup sawdust
1/2 cup plaster of paris
1/4 cup wallpaper paste
Mix ingredients together. Add water gradually until it becomes malleable. If you
add more to map later, you must wet it first.
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III. Sources for Maps, Globes, and Atlases
Rand McNally & Co.
Educational Publishing Division
Box 7600
Chicago, Illinois 60680
800-323-1887
Nystrom
Division of Herff Jones, Inc.
3333 Elston Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618
800-82 1-8086
George F. Cram Corporation
P.O. Box 426
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
3 17-635-5564

IV. Sources of Specialized Maps
U.S. Geological Survey is a quasi-governmental mapmaking agency that publishes
catalogues of topographic maps, National Wildlife Refuges, and LANDSAT pictures
of earth from space. The catalogues are available from:
Earth Science Information Center
U.S. Geological Survey, 507
National Center
Reston, Virginia
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) published a variety of maps,
information, and photographs. Their catalogue, NASA Educational Publications, is
available from:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
400 Maryland A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20546
Marie Tharp is a company that maps the bottom of the sea. Their catalogue includes
graphic reliefs of submarine terrain and seismicity of the earth, among other sea floor
maps.
Marie Tharp
Oceanographic Cartographer
1 Washington A venue
South Nyack, New York 10960
914-358-5132
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Spaceshots Inc. has poster-sized satellite images of the earth, including major U.S. cities
and regions.
Spaceshots Inc.
P.O. Box 3430
Manhattan Beach, California 90266
800-272-2779
See your public library for the following catalogue of map resources:
The Map Catalogue
Joel Makower (Ed.) and Laura Bergheim (Assoc. Ed.)
Vintage Books, Random House, 1986

V. Materials and Equipment Catalogues
Hubbard Scientific Company
P.O. Box 104
Northbrook, Illinois 60062-9976
800-323-8368

.~ I
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Earth science models, markable globes, relief maps, cross sections.
J. L. Hammett Company
2393 Vaux Hall Road
P.O. Box 3106
Union, New Jersey 07083
General materials, plasticene, graph paper, etc.
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